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yet to learn that a commercial fertiliser
ia not a substitute for humus. He is deceived by the increase of the first crop

resulting from ita uae into the supposition that he baa found a specific for all
hia agricultural ilia. He will in a few
years awaken to the fact that by its use
be haa continued to deplete the soil of
humus, and there will in a few years
come a time when the land will not
respond to commercial fertilisera as forFarming in North Carolina.
merly, and that his last oondition is
worse than tbe first.
The longer season
HOW THINGS LOOK TO A PENNSYLVANIA of vegetable
growth in the south tends
DAIRYMAN—INCREASED
VALUE
OF to restore the lost humus, so that continued cropping doea not so quickly tell
COTTON—AN IMPORTANT LESSON YET
disastrously as in the north, but disTO RE LEARNED.
aster is sure to come just the same. In
another letter I will discuss this question more fully, as well aa tbe other
A trip in Southland, covering a period
queetion of the great and easy future
of nearly (our months, haa enabled me
possibilities of the southern farming into make some observations and compari- terests.—Cor. in Tribune Farmer.
sons of southern with northern farming
methods that may be of interest to many
Raising Mangels tor Live Stock.
of the readers of the Tribune Farmer.
After five years experimenting with
I went to Western North Carolina about different
methods, soils, fertilisers, etc.,
the middle of November and remained I feel that we are in a
position to get
there most of the winter. To the visitor everv
year 800 to 1000 bushels per acre
from the northern statea the winter cli- of this excellent
feeding root. One of
mate is a great improvement over that
my neighbors very truly remarked not
of New York and Pennsylvania. The
long ago that he could more easily raise
average temperature is about 25 to 80 three bushels of turnips than one of
in
warmer
than
the
menstatea
degrees
mangels. However, I bad rather have
tioned. There were only a few weeks one bushel of
mangels for pigs or oows
the
winter
when
was
during
ploughing
than three of turnips, though this may
not practicable.
be a rather extravagant comparison.
Entering Virginia, the visitor from the
The beat soil for this crop is a clover
northern and eastern states is struck aftermath turned down in the fall. Any
with the contrast of southern soil as soil with lota of clover humus in it is all
compared with that with which he is right. Medium heavy clay to medium
familiar.
1 ne color varies irom ngnt sand is
satisfactory. The roots need
red to dark brick color. The land is roll- lots of
moisture, especially in starting.
in
most
of
the
and
direction,
every
ing
Yet they will not grow where water
streams, aside from the rivers, are wind- stands too long after a rain. I manure
ing. The railroads have fewer sharp the clover stubble during the last of
curves than those in the north and are
August or early September and turn
mostly cuts and fills, going from a cut under at once.
on to a till and immediately into a cat
Plow to a depth of 4 inches, putting
again. The grading of these roads must on 10 to 20 tons stable manure per acre,
have been very expensive, although according to the condition of the soil.
there is comparatively little rock cutting, Ια the
spnug m soon as the land can be
the cuts being almost wholly in dirt and worked It ia
plowed to a depth of 5
clay. Western North Carolina is largely inches, bringing the rotted manure back
rock turned up on edge. One may go a near the aurface. If, however, the fifth
few rods from rock outcrop and go down inch were of subsoil which had never
one hundred feet or more in the red clay been
plowed I should hesitate to do this.
soil and find no rock. Geologists tell Soil that baa been
growing the deep
me that westArn North Carolina is a rooted clover will be all
right to turn np
geological enigma. The rales that apply to a depth of β or 7 inchea without getdo
control
here.
A
elsewhere
not
great ting unproductive aoil. I emphasize the
variety of minerals are found. Gold, neceeaity of hoeing a deep rich aoil full
a of humua if a decent
and
iron,
tin,
graphite, raanganite
crop of mangels is
dozen other minerals are foand here in
Don't attempt to raiae them
expected.
greater or less quantity. In several of on poor land.
the counties manganite mining is an imAfter the epring plowing aow two or
portant business. Millions of dollars three hundred weight of coarse aalt per
have been brought into the state by this acre, harrow the surface two or three
product. A large proportion of the timea, then level with a planker. This
farmers, after the close of the cotton cruabea the eurface lumps and leaves a
I
season, go upon the "branch," or small tine, smooth surface for marking.
creek, running through their lands and make the rows 30 inohea apart and aow
wash the gravel and sand for manganite. on the level, using about 220 pounds
After the gravel has been washed over
good complete commercial fertilizer in
the rains bring in a new supply, and the the drill ahead of the seed, covered to a
"branch"
the
is,
season
again
following
depth of 1 inch. I prefer level to ridge
worked with equally favorable results. cutting, because the mangel needa a
Two men frequently take oat from 75 to
great deal of moisture to give it a start
100 pounds a day, worth from 16 to 112 a and the soil is not as liable to dry out as
hundred pounds. This industry affords
quickly as when planted on the ridges,
profitable labor the year around, and has and again, if it is a dry season, the rains
100
increased wages for day labor fully
will benefit the young planta more than
per cent in the last few years. Man- if they were on ridgea from whioh the
the
incandeaganite contains thorium,
water would drain.
cent element in the Welsbach burner, or
Sow at the rate of six to eight pounds
the
of
The
in
mantle,
product
gaslight.
per acre, about one inch deep and every
from
comes
United States
mostly
tjiis seed that is fertile will be up in a week
district Thousands of tons are mined and get a good start ahead of the weeds.
not
freeze
do
streams
The
up After this, simplv keep clean of weeda
annually.
and the mining or washing continues and cultivate about every ten daya,
all winter and up to cotton planting.
thinning out to one plant every ten
Cotton raising is the leading industry inches when about two inches high.
to
inHow
Carolina.
of Western North
Cultivate freely. It keepa the earth
crease his cotton production is the ever- louae around the plant, givee the rootlets
this
of
farmer
the
with
present problem
air, and moat important of all keepa the
section. While not, strictly speaking, moiature in the aoil where it is moat
within the "cotton belt" yet that indus- needed for the young growing roots.—
try is absorbing everything else. The Cor. in New England Homestead.
price of land has advanced 100 per cent
within the last rive years, and no won- Powdered OranIte a Farm Fertilizer.
der. "Ten cent cotton" enables the
If the claims of government experiup-to-date southern farmer to make menters are true there is an unlimited
than
field
his
cotton
more money from
wealth of fertility in our New England
the northern farmer can from any crop granite hills. A series of experiments
costs
it
that
informed
I
am
he raises.
just concluded by the Department of
about 122 an acre to produce a well till- Agriculture, has resulted in ascertained cotton crop. A good crop is one bale ing that potash in granite may be renof 500 pounds an acre, which at 10 cents dered available for fertilizer by crushThree plots
a pound is $50, or over $25 an acre clear ing or grinding the rock.
of tobacco were planted in the greenprofit. This is about the present averin house of the Bureau of Plant Industry,
age price an acre of cotton lands
Western North Carolina. In short, the one of which was treated with imported
cotton
of
acre
German fertilizer, another waa left withprofit from a well tilled
will in one year pay for the land on out any fertilizer at all, and the third
which it grows. These conditions have was fertilized with finely powdered
not long prevailed in the south. That granite. Recently the crops of tobacco
they are likely to continue, at least to a were cut. The imported fertilizer had
marked degree, i% apparent. Formerly produced a crop green that weighed 155
the eastern and middle states and Eng- pounds. The powdered rock produced
land manufactured most of the cotton a crop of 154 pounds and the unfertilized
and ran a little under
produced in the south. To-day all over crop was
the south large cotton mills are being 120 pounds. Experts pronounced the
manubuilt and the product is being
leaf not only juat as heavy but of just as
factured at home; Eastern and English good texture in the rock fertilizer patch
offer
to
have
higher as in the patch on which the imported
manufacturers
to
fertilizer had been used.
prices for the raw material in order
secure a sufficient supply from the southWhile imported commercial potash
Mills now being built will costa in this country about $100 per ton,
ern operator.
hold
and
tend to increase this condition
the ground rock, two tone of which
The averup the price of raw cotton.
equal one ton of the imported fertilizer,
I
*m
It
ootton
a
in
mill,
can be produced for about f3 a ton.
age investment
informed by those posted on the ques- ia said that several milla are being
tion, is about 1150,000. Millions of dol- erected for grinding rock for fertilizer,
lars are at the present time being invest- one of the planta being located in New
ed in new cottuo mills in North Carolina England.
alone. The same condition is said to
It will be remembered that this is
exist all through the cotton state·. It only a greenbouae teat, and ia far from
needs no prophetic eye to see what the eatabliehing the commercial value of
result of this policy must be in the ρ )wdered granite as a fertilizer. We
"New South" In the very near future. hope that a continuation of the expériWages for manual labor will be doubled, menta will lead to the fullest realization
but improved methods of tillage will so of the experimenters1 claims; but ao
utilize that labor that the intelligent, many aenaational ao-called diacoveriea
progressive cotton farmer will so in- that were going to outdo Col. Sellera'a
crease his acreage product (Dai tne per- "there's-millions-in-it" schemes, emanatcentage of profit will not be decreased.
ing from Secretary Wilson's publicity
It is common in the north to bear tho department, have proved to be only
south
say evanescent dreams, that we are tempted
returned traveller from tbe
that southern farmers are "twenty-five to withhold even an expreaaion of hopestateThis
times."
the
fulness.
year# behind
ment is not true. It is a fact that the
of the
Now that bot weather is at hand, it 1·
that
of
farmer
portion
average
word of
south I have visited is not up to the in order once more to offer a
This
farmer of the advanced districts of the caution about the farm separator.
the dairy farm is
north, where the grange and farmers' splendid adjunct of
western
our
institutes bave been putting in their well established throughout
educational work in the northern states. states, and is accomplishing muoh good.
since But farmers must not forget that ex·
Not over ten years have
in handthe terms, "nitrogen," "potash," "phos- trame cleanliness is neoessary
un- ling a farm separator.
Creamery men
phoric acid" and "humus" were
known to the average farmer of the ana those operating power separators
out. One of New
northern states. "Proteine," "carbo- long since found this
Kuglaud Homestead's correspondents in
hydrates," •fat," and "dry matter"
writes us that nearly
were not more often heard on tbe stock- the middle south
owns a hand
farm thau now in the south. The south- every farmer in his county
local dealers are in
on
uthe
separator, that
ern farmer is already conversing
in butter,
these subjects quite as fluently as tbe danger of being smothered
is only 12 oents a
farmer of the north, and in many dis- and that the price
This latter is all wrong. The
matter of scientific farming Is

spotted

elapsed

tricts the

my
receiving intelligent attention. In dejudgment, if the state agricultural
of
stations
partments and experiment
the south do their duty in disseminating
years, or
agricultural information,seefive
the southern

pound."

sharp discount from the prioe of good
to the
creamery butter is a distinct loss
farmers, which should be avoided.
The butter trade in our large cities is
inclined to criticise farm separator butIt is
them

ter. The machines are all right
ten at the fart beet, will
the farmer to keep
farmer a close second to his northern simply up to
better
absolutely sweet and olean, and operate
neighbor. His opportunities are
and the same degree of progressive en- them intelligently.
reterprise will bring more favorable
The great objeot of the farmer should
sults south than north. There is one
be to make up his ration for live stock
avertbe
which
of
word, the importance
the products of
has not yet as far as possible from
age farmer of the south
his farm, and then get the further ele"humua."
is
that
grasped, and
ments required at the least possible oost.
Lands are ploughed mar after year
Many farmers are baying mixed feeds,
oorn,
of
cotton,
successive
for
crops
but that Is not the cheapest, ao It is betthe
until
sweet
oats
and
potatoes
wheat,
ter to buy cottonseed meal and prepare
humus is exhausted and tbe land refuses
and mix It at home.—Prof. X. L. Shaw,
to produce and is called worn out.
New Hampshire Experiment Station.
These lands are allowed to grow np into dense pine foresti, which by degress
restore this humus, and the land ia cleared and again produces a good orop.
The average farmer rarely stops to Inso
quire why this is so. He ia satisfied
can
long as he can keep planting and
of ootton an acre,
produoe a half bale
worth just about the actual ooet of pro-

duction, whoa if by Intelligent methods
he

he preserved and restored the humus
wonld doable hia crop aad multiply his
method
profits many timee. The praesnt is
by
humus aad nitrogen
of

reetoring
ploughing under a crop of peas of
guaao
▲t preeeat large qoaatitles

aad commercial fertiliaers are beiag purchased and used. Tbe expensive lesson
learned by the northern fanners a fe*»
yean ago sssms likely to be duplicated
In the south. The eoathera farmer has

«
*
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The

Nightman's |j
Story

(

»

bullhead

)

*

SPEAKMAN

I

fopyrtflW, 1900, by S.
MeClurt

Co.

When the conductor of the Xo. 30

the station door tlic wind
followed him like a catamount. The
stove puffed open with a down draft
and shot the room full of stinging
smoke. The lamp blaze flew up the
chimney—out—and left the nightman
The
aud the conductor in darkness.
trainman with a swear shoved to the
door, and Bullhead, the patient, turned over tils letter of resignation quick
in the dark, felt for a match aud relighted bis lamp. Swearing again at
train

opened

»

tt

8.

tt η tt η η tt tttt tt tt tt tt » «
[CONTIXTTID.]

hie bulging bandages and asked hit
mother to put the sugar in hi· coffee
for him; Bullhead was getting sense.
Besides, what need has a young man
with a heavy crescent shaped scar on
his forehead that people Inquire about
and who within a year after the Gooes
River affair was made a train dispatch·
er under Barnes Tracy at Medicine
Bend—what need has be of a coquette*·
smiles? His mother, who has honor
ably retired from bard work, says half
tiie girls at the Bend are after him, and
his mother ought to know, for ahe keepe M
Η
house for him.
Bullhead's letter of resignation with
the print of bis band on it bangs framed over Callahan's desk and la shown
to railroad big fellows who are accorded the courtesies of the Wickiup. But
when they ask Bullhead about it be

η u η η η

tttttttttttttti*

door, lie can tell yet about rolling ms
broken leg under him and raising himself to grasp tlie thumb latch. Not un-

til he tried to open It did he remember
it was a spring lock and that he was
outside. He felt in his pocket for bis
keys—but bis keys were gone.
There were no rules to consult then.
No way on earth of getting into the
office in time to do anything; to drag
himself to the lunch room, twice further than the station, was out of the
question. But there was a way to
reach the key In spit· of all bad things,
and Bullhead knew the way. H· struggled fast around to the window. Rais-

Bullhead took things uncomplainingly, but he watched close and was determined to tight if the brute discovered his letter of resignation. When the
trainman could think of no further indignities he took his orders, to meet

No. 1 at Sackley. the second station
east of Goose Kiver. After he had signed Bullhead asked him about the depot
Are at Bear Dance that had been going over tlie wires for two hours, reminded hlin of the slow order for the
No. 9 culvert and as the rude visitor
slammed the door behind him held bis
hand owi* the lamp. Then he sat down
■gain aud turned over his letter of rés-

self np with a hand and with the other
tore away the muntln, stuck his bead
and shoulders through the opening, got
his hand on the key and called the first
station east, Blalsdell, with the 19.
Life and death that call meant; the 10,
the dispatcher's call. Hanging over the
key, stammering the 19 over the wire
and baptizing the call in his own blood
—that Is the way Bullhead learned to
be a railroad man.
For Blaisdell got him and bis warn-

ing and had No. 1 on the siding just as
the freight tore around the west curve,

biwimg it lacsea ouiy dis
Rlaiue
Gillespie
signature James
Lyons—now himself of the opinion of
every one else on the West End that he
was just a uutural horu blooming fool,
lie lifted his pen to sign off the aspiratious of a young lifetime wheu the
sounder began to snap uud sputter his
call. It was the dispateher, and he
To make it
—

just laughs and
have to have

says some railroad men
pounded Into them.

sense

SCHEMES OP THIEVES
TRICKS OF THOSE WHO OPERATE IN
JEWELRY STORES.
The Way Ome Place Was Completely
Cleaned Oat—How Shew Window·
Are Brakea—tiettla* a Safe That
Was Belted ta the Floor!·*.

the local freight pulled out for Sackley.
Bullhead never knew just how long
he lay under the stars. When his bead
bepan to whirl the wind was blowing
cool and strong on him and the alkali
into his open mouth.
dust was
It was only a matter of seconds, though
It seemed hours, to pull himself together and to put up bis hand unsteadily
to feel what it was soaking warm and
into his hair; then to realize that

eddying

sticky

be had been struck by a short line train,
to think of»wbat a failure he had lately
acknowledged himself to be and of
what it was he was clutching so tightly
in his right baud—the holding order for
He raised his reeling head.
No. 30.
There was a drift of starlight through
the dust cloud, but no train lu sight;
No. 30 was gjuu. With that consciousness came a recollection—he had forgot~

ten to put out his red light.
His red light wasn't out. He kept
repeating that to himself to put the
picture of what It meant before him.
He had starled to deliver an order
without putting out his light, and No.
30 was gone—against No. 1, a head
end collision staring the freight and
the belated passenger lu the face. No.
30. running hard on her order to make
for the meeting, and No. 1

Sackley
running furiously, as she always ran—
tonight worse than ever.
He lifted his head, enraged with
himself, enraged. He thought about
the rules, and he grew enraged. Ouly
himself he blamed, nobody els·—studying the rules for a lifetime, and Just
when it would mean the death of a
trainload of people forgetting bis red
signal. He lifted his head; it was sick,
deadly sick, but up It must come, Να
30 gone, and it wabbled, swooning sick
and groggy as he stared around and
tried to locate himself. One thing he
could see. the faint outline of the station and bis lamp blazing smoky In the
window. Bullhead figured a second;
then he began to crawl. If he could
reach the lamp before bis head went

off again, before he went completely
silly, he might yet save himself aud
No. 1.
It wasn't lu him to crawl till he
thought of his own mistake, but there
was a spur In the sweep of that
through his bead. His brain, he knew,
was wabbling, but be could crawl, and
be stuck, fainting, to that one Idea aud
crawled for the light of his lamp.
It Is a bare hundred feet across to
the Y. Bullhead taped every- foot of
There was
the hundred with blood.
no one to call on for help; be just
stuck to the crawl, grinding his teeth
in bitter w>lf reproach. They traced
him, uext morning wheu be was past
the telling of it, and his struggle looked the track of a wouuded bear. Dragaloug one crushed leg and half

lng
erased by the crack

on

to

Bullhead climbed
aud dragged

across

hie forehead,

the platform,
himself to the

In growing corn I find It a good
seheme to have the ground prepared
and stand a week or ten days before
planting. In this way yon can get rid
of at least one big crop of weeds by
Few are entirely free from it.
going over with a two-horse harrow just
It may develop eo dowly m to eaaee
of
Eureka
The
before planting.
variety
for
me
for
if any dkturbanoe daring the whole
Utile
beet
the
silage
done
oorn ha*
purpoeea. I planted 14 to 16 quarts to period of childhood.
It may then produce dyepepea, cathe aore. I grow SO tone silage to the
tarrh, and maraed tendency to conacre with comparatively little aiffloulty.
sumption, before earning eruption·,
—Θ. Warren Davie, Ct.
•one or swelling·.
get ■lilt·
entirely rid of it take the great
A prosperous tttttla flock is that own- VI To
ftftJ
ad by W1ÏÏ Fanjoy of Carry; 9 ewee DIOOu-pQ ηΐ16Γy
gave birth to 19 lambs this eprjng.18
of which are wall and hearty. Besides
icrtocfcacohtKteMaa
itheee. two otfcssa when five weeks old
UimleaM pounds seek.

Scrofula

m

Hood'·

8araaparilia

In this instance the man apnumber of times In front of
the store. One evening souu after dark
there was a sudden crash, and a robber was actively engaged in scooping
In
in jewels with a hooked stick.
thirty seconds be was done and away.
Bystanders stood as If petrified until
the man struck out at a run. Then

robbery.

peared

a

that

there was no need In chasing the thief
because liere were the goods. The proprietor of the store and all the clerks
bad followed, but, having farther to

go than the crowd, were behind and
were met by the people with the bag.
Proudly the bag was 0{>eued. It contained a brick. The thief had dropped
it to check the pursuit. Realizing the
trick bud succeeded, the crowd, bead-

and hurried out of the door to deliver
the r. "TV order to the local freight before it should pull out.
To reach the tralu Bullhead had to
The wind
cross the short line tracks.
was scouring the flats, and as he tacked up the platform the dust swept dead
At the switch he sprang
luto him.
across the rails, thinking of nothing but
reaching the engine cab of the local,
forgetting about the track he was crosslug. Before he could think or see or
jump a through freight oo the short

line, wild, from the west, storming
dowu the grade behind him, struck
Bullhead as a grizzly would a guat,
hurled him, doubling, fifty feet out on
the spur and stormed on Into the east
without a quiver out of the ordinary.
One fatality followed another. The engineer of the short line train did not
see the man he had hit, and with the
nightman lying unconscious In the ditch

methods.
The first story was told of an Individual who was seen lounging about
the plute front wiudow of a jewelry
No particular attention was
{tore.
paid to the man at the time, but the
derks recalled the incident after the

high glee, remarking incidentally

asked hurriedly If No. 30 was there.
"No. 30 is on the Y," answered Bullhead.
Then came a train order. "Hold No.
30 till No. 1 arrivée."
Uultliead repeated the order and got
back the O. K. He grabbed his hat

ed by the salesmen and proprietor,
went back to the store, only to discover
that the window bad been cleaned of
stock and the counters were bare of a
number of costly articles.
A
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uud clerks of the store
for the departing thief a ueatly
dressed gentleman, with all the airs of
a member of the tirm, gave directions
to two other men to get the stuff out
of the wiudows aud told him (the officer) that this was being done as a precaution against theft while the window was broken. In some first class

proprietor

the

rau

liai Mullen tuddaily ttuck hl» lamp out
of the window.
Leaded for Sackley. While it waa all
going oil Bullhead lay on the wiod
swept platform at Goose River with «
bole lu his head that would bare killed
anybody ou the West Eud or, for that
matter, ou earth except James Gilles-

pie Blaiue Lyons.

After No. 30 had passed so impudently No. 1 felt hor way rather cautiously
to Goose River, because the dispatchers
couldn't get the blamed station. They
decided, of course, that Bullhead was
asleep and fixed everything at the
Wickiup to send a uew man up there
on No. 3 in the morning" and fire him
for good.
But about 1 o'clock No. 1 rolled, bad
tempered, into Goose River Junction,
and Bat Mullen, stopping his train,
strode angrily to the station. It was
dark as a pocket Inside. Bat smashed
in a door with his heel, and the train-

men swarmod in and began looking
with their lauterns for the nightman.
The stove was red hot, but he wae not
asleep in the armchair nor napping under the counter on the supplies. They
turned to his table and discovered the
broken window and thought of a holdhad
up. They eaw where the nightman
spilled something that looked like ink
over the table, over the order book,
over the clip, and there was a band
that looked Inky on an open letter

stores there ie a regular danger signal
arranged, aud the uieu are drilled each
week. When the danger gong sounds
one man takes his place at the door,
another at the telephone to seud word
to the police, another with runuing
makes for the door in readi-

qualities

he blmself had been to blame and was
man enough to stand up and say so.
When the big fellows, Callahan and
and Pat Franc:.?, saw bis trail

Keuyou
next morning,

saw the blood smeared
the table and saw Bullhead's letter of resignation signed In bis own
blood manual, and beard his straightafterward,' they said
out
over

story days

word.
But that morning, the morning after,

never a

Callqhan picked up the letter and put
It Just ai It wae between the leaves of
the order book and locked both In his
be
grip. It was some weeks before
bad a talk with Bullhead, and be spoke
then only a few words, because the
nightman faiuted before he got
through. Callahan made bim understand, tbougb, that as soon as be was
able be could have any key on that division he wanted aa long as he was
running If, and Callahan is running
that dlvtalou yet
It all came easy after he got welL
Instead of getting the worst of It from
everybody Bullhead began to get the
beet of It, even from pretty Nellie Cassldy. But Nellie had missed her opening. She tried tenderness while the boy
was being nursed at the Junction. Bullhead looked grim and far-off through
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I can't tell
ten It.
It," growled Neighbor,
"Olj, no. No. That's
your story, Neighbor."
"I ain't no story tell"Just an able

Jawed

a benevolent bluish haze.
"Deiaroo's story wasn't any lie,
though," muttered Neighbor. "But a
fellow would tfclnk it was to hear it
Now, he would, for a fact, wouldn't
heir"

Uar," suggested Callahan through

···*··#

If you want lilm, quick and short, it
would be—whiskers, secret societies,
statistics aud plug tobacco, the latter
mostly worked up. That was Maje

j)

I
6)

■

+*

brickbat, sure—on· of Maje Sampson's brickbat boys.
The Sampsons were at the end of the
street and the end of the street was
up the mountain. Maje Sampson's lot
"ralred," as Neighbor put It—stood ou
Its hind legs. Ilis houae had a startling
a

tumble over aspect aa you approached
It. The back end of his lot ran up into
the sheer, but be marked the line sharply by a kind of horizontal fence, because the cliff Just above belonged to
the corporation that owned everything
else on earth around Medicine Bend.
Maje Sampson did not propose to let
any grasping corporation encroach on
bis lines, so be built, and added to from
time to time, a cluster ef things on the
hind end of bis lot—an eruption of
small buildings like pimples on a boy's
nose, running down in size from the
barn to the last drygoods box the boys
had heaved up the slope for a doghouse.
To add to the variety some one of the
structures was always getting tfway in
the wind, and If anything smaller than
a hotel was seen careening across lots

that he can reach In and pick up a
watch. Often again he uses a simple
stick with a slightly turned end, hooking into a ring.
The process of crushing in a plate
front during the intervals of the patrol of the police, at the same time

loaded it on his house moving truck,
bitched on four bronchos, crawled Inside the structure and, getting the lines
through the front window, drove up
Main street before the wind had gone
down. Joe was photographed In the
act, and afterward used tue exhibit in

where some costly goods are
showu. He may reach In and secure
something uud be off before detected
if he is quick. Sometimes he bus a
tong instrument hidden uuder his coat,
near

bo

trucks headed for Maje Sampson's.
Once the whole lean-to of the house blew
off, but Joe McBracken stood ready
for any emergency. He met the maverick addition at th· foot of the grade,

noise, Is done by pasting getting Judgment against Maje Sampcloth or heavy paper on the glass. A eon for bis bill.
wood mnllet is used, the hammer ends
Now, a uian like Maje wouldn't be
being securely bound up In a heavy likely to have very much of a run nor
or
excelsior
with
woolen fabric stuffed
the
very much of an engine. He hud
kindred material. With this soft head204, an old i>op bottle, with a stack like
ed mallet it is possible to bang away
a run
a tepee turued upside down. For
noiselessly at the glass until the pane be had always trains Nos. 29 and 30,
begins to crumble. Unlees the plate is the local freights, with an accommodausually thick an opening can be made tion coach east of Anderson. There
without much trouble.
were times of stress frequently on the
In recent years jewelry thieves, like
West End, times when everybody ran
rented
bank robbers, have
quarters first in first out, except Maje Sampson.
near the place they intended to rob
He always rau Nos. tiO and 30 west to
to
study
and lived there long enough
Silver River and back. A pettifogging,
was
room
the situation. In one case a
to
cheap, Jerk water run with uo rights
hired over a jewelry store and ennot even against respectable
of,
speak
trance effected to the store by means
handcars.
of a rope ladder dropped from the winThe only things Maje Sampson did
dow of the room to a window leading
not have to dodge were tramps, blanket
to a hall In the store portion. In anIndians and telegraph poles; everything
other case the bar spreader wag used
else side tracked Nos. 29 and 30 and Maje
This
window.
of
a
bars
to open the
Almost everybody ou through
threaded Sampson.
making

no

upon the

spiral

shaft causes the blocks

sawed out the section of the floor to
which the aafe waa fixed. The safe
waa bound up with rope, the latter
passed under the separated section of
flooring, and, when the boards were
sawed through, safe, floor and all were
lowered into the -basement and readily

trains must at some time have seen

Maje Sampson pulling

on a

siding

as

or
Moore or Mullen shot by on No. 1
No. 2. Maje was so big and bis cab
head
so little that when he got his
see
through the window you couldn't
aud
very much of the cab for shoulders
From the car
whiskers and things.

window he looked like a fourteeu-yearold boy springing out of a ten-year-old
Jacket. Three things only made Maje
tolerable. First, the number of benevolent orders he belonged to; second, De-

laroo; third, Martie.
Maje Sampson was a Joiner and a
sitter up. He would Join anything on
the West End that bad a ritual, a grip
and a password, and he would sit up

after night with anybody that
had a broken leg or a fever, and. If
nothing better offered. Maje. rather
than go to bed. would tackle a man
with the stomach ache. This kind of
tdbk the cuss off, but he was that pea
culiar he would sit up ell night with
sick man and next day make everybody

night

sick talking the money question—at
If Deleast everybody but Delaroo.
laroo was bored he never showed It.
Circular-Weekly.
off.—Jewelers'
As long as Maje would talk Dekiroo
listen. That single word was. In
would
do
not
that
He that speaks of things
was
the
key to Delaroo. Delaroo
fact,
that
concern him shall hear of things
reason nobody knew
that
for
a
listener;
will not please him.—Arabian Proverb..
moved ont through the basement door,
put Into an express wagon and carted
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said nothing, hut wiped for years and
years and was In η fair way to become liked when Instead he became
one mornlug pitted with umbilical vesicles, and the doctors, with Delaroo's
brevity, said smallpox. The lKjardlng
bouse keeper threw him out bodily und
at once. Having no better p'f.ce to go,
Delaroo wandered Into Steve Boyer's
saloon, where he was generally welcome. Steve, however, pointed a hospitable gun ut him and suggested his
getting away Immediately from the
front end of it. Delar«>o went from
there to the roundhouse with his urnblllcals and asked Neighbor what a
man with the smallpox ought to do
with it. Neighbor wouldn't run, not
even from the smallpox, but he told
Delaroo what It meant to get the
smallpox started In the roundhouse,
and Delaroo wandered quietly away
from the depot grounds, a pretty sick
man then, staggered up the yards and
crawled stupid into a box ear to die

bold forth on the benevolent order·
and one hoy crawled through tbe
bowl* of the organ und another pulled
off tbe tablecloth. Delaroo always mtlug the lamp, and a third baraaaed tbe
dog and u fourth stuck plna In a fifth—
and Martle, sitting on tbe dim aide of
tbe shade, so the operation would not
apiiear too glaring, mended at Uajt*·
mammoth trousers.
Delaroo would sit and listen to Maje
and watch the heave of tbe organ with
tbe boy. and tbe current of the tablecloth with tbe lamp, and tbe quarter In
which tbe dog was chewing the baby,
and watch Martle'e perpetual motion
fingers for a whole evening, and go
back to the boarding bouae without
passing a word with anybody on earth,
he was that si!eut.
Γη this way the big, bluffing engineer
gradually worked Delaroo Into all tbe

secret benevolent orders In Medicine
Bend. That meant pretty much every
one ou earth. There arose always, bowever. in connection with tbe initiation·
of Doluroo one hitch. lie never seemed quite to know whom be wanted to
leave his insurance money to. lie could
go the most complicated catechism
without a hitch every time, for Maje
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Sampson.
Bluntly, a wind bag; 270 pounds of
atmosphere, up on benevolent fraternities, up on politics, up on the money
question, up on everything. The seven
financial conspiracies engaged Maje
Sampson's attention pretty continual- without embarrassing anybody.
By some hook or crook, nobody to
ly and bad for him a practical appliwas
There were never less than this day knows how, th.it car
cation.
train
seven conspiracies afoot in Medicine switched on to Maje Sampson's
when it was made up that day for the
Bend to make Maje Sampson pay up.
as a trick
Pay? Indeed, he did pay. He was west. Maybe it was done
If so.
always paying. It was not a question to scare the windbag engineer.
Wheu the
of paying; not at all. It was α ques- the idea was successful.
hind end brakeman at the second stop
tion of paying up, which la different
a tramp
The children—they were brickbats, came forward and reported·
box
tow headed, putty faced, wash eyed with the smallpox In the empty
his curiosity
youngsters of all sizes and conditions. car Maje was angry, bji
This
About Maje Sampson's children there gradually got the upper hand.
was but one distinguishing character-, man might be by some distant chance,
of Α., or a
istlc—they were all boys, nothing but he reflected, a P. Q. W.
a
knight or
boys, and they spread all over town. frater, or a fellow, or
Was there α baby run over? It was something like, nnd when they stopped
crackers and beer
Maje Sampson's. Was there a child again to throw off
loet? Maje Sampson'·. Was there a and catchup, Maje went back and ena l'on tamer
violently large headed, coarse featured, tered the Infected car like
on him.
hangdog, clattering sort of a chap any- to try lodge signals and things
where around—in the street station, Muje advanced aiul gave the counterroundhouse, yards, stock pens? It was sign. It was not cordially received.

in a Medk'lue Benu breeze it was Hinted without further investigation as
Maje Sampson's. When the gale abated
Joe McBracken, who conducted the local dray line, was pretty sure to be
eeeu with a henhouse or a wood shed,
or something likewise, loaded on his

Bullhead!" cried everybody. to expand sldewlse, forcing the ban
Who'd have open. Then the intruder can pass In.
"That's what gets me.
A story was told of the removal of a
thought it of Bullhead?"
When they all got up there and saw safe in which the proprietor of a Jewelwhat Bullhead had done everybody ry store was accustomed to put his
agreed that nobody but Bullhead could costly stock each night. It was not a
have done it.
large safe, but exceedingly strong, and
The pilot bar of the short line mo- because of Its light weight a number
gul In swiping Bullhead unmercifully of bolts were pat through the floor and
bad really made a railroad man of connected with the safe bottom. The
bim. It bad let a great light iu on proprietor often said that thieves could
Whereas before every not tak· the safe unless they took floor
the situation.
one else on the line bad been to blame and alL
Not long after the store was
for bis failures, Bullhead now saw that entered, and, behold, the thieves bad
"And

Mechanic's il.

to pursue, aud so on.
Among other stories told were some
relating to thp tricks aud devices of
the jewelry thieves. The robber often
works at night or sometimes during a
crowd by cutting out a .disk of glass
ness

print
addressed to the superintendent and a
little pool of something like ink under
the key.
Somebody said suicide, but Bat Mullen suddenly stuck bis lamp out of the
broken window, put bis head through
after it and cried out Setting bis lan- device consists of a spirally
tern down on the platform, he crawled shaft fitted Into two blocks, with a
through the broken sash and picked up central piece with a bar for turning.
Bullhead.
The blocks are adjusted between two
Next morning It was all over the bars, the central piece turned, whereWest End.
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the store people and the bystanders
realized what bad occurred and Hhoutiug "Thief!" started after the man.
The man dropped bis bag. The pursuers stopped and seized the bag. They
returned to the store with the bag in

ignai MJ.

Ihe Master
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Bullhead, the freight conductor swagover to bis table, felt In all the
A number of Jewelers were dining tohimself with a frightful twinge on
operator's pockets for a cigar, tumbled ing
and with the cigars the talk
gether
bis
with
at
the
one knee, he beat
glass
nil the papers uround and once more,
thieves and their
flat Clutching the sash, he drew him- turned on jewelry
on geueral principles, swore.

gered

η'ηη η η

much about him.
He wasn't a railroad man by birth,
but by adoption. Delaroo came from
the mountains; he was Just a plain
mountain man. Some said bis father
was a trapper; if so, It explained everyquiet, the head bent Inquir-

thing—the
ingly forward,

He tried another and another and an-

other; Ills passes were lost in the air.
The smalliiox man appeared totally
unable to come back at Maje with
aiiythlng. lie was not only delirious,
but by this time so frightfully luuLcu
out that Maje couldn't have touched a
sound spot with α Masonic signal of
distress. Finally the veuturesuaie engineer walked closer Into the dark
corner

where the sick man lay—and,
It wus the Indian wiper,

by heaven,

Delaroo!
When Maje Sampson got back into
the cub he could not spe«k--at lea t not
fbr publication. lie was tearing mad
and sputtered like u safety, lie gathered up his cushion and a water bottle
and a bottle that would explode if water touched it and crawled with his
plunder into the box car. He straight
ened Delaroo up aud out and gave him

a drink aud by way of sanitary precaution took one personally, for he himλλ|4'

·»"··«··
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When Ut· bad «lone this littl»» for
Dclaroo lie finished bis run aud eauie
back to the Bond hauling bin pest bouse
box car. The fireman quit the nib immediately ufter Muje exposed himself.
The conductor conunuuicatcil with I»?::»
only by signals. The Anderson operator wired ahead that Maje Sampson
was bringing back a man with smallpox on 3U, and when Maje, bulging out
of the 2U4. cab, pulled into the division
yard nol>ody would come within a
mile of him. He set out the box catbelow the Htock pens, cross lots from
bis house up on the hill. aud. not being
able to get advice from anybody else,
oiiep.

went home to consult Martic.
Though there were 11 great many women in Medicine Bend, Maje Sampson
looked to but one, Martie. the little

washed out woman up at

wife, mother,

nurse,

Sampson's—

cook, slave—Mar-

tie.
No particular color hair; no particular color eyes; no particular color
gown; no particular cut to it. A pl:'.:n
bit of a woman, mother of six bov<,
large and small, and wife of a great
big wind bag engineer—big as three of
actual measurement. By the time
her

the end· of hla allant «yea.
for all the world was a trapper.
Ha came Into-the aerrlce as a roundhouse sweeper; then Neighbor, after a
lour time, not him at wiping. Delaroo.

on the sidings drilling him,
until ft came to naming the bemlielary.
There be stuck. Nobody cut]Id get ont
of bim to whom be wanted Lis money

spent weeks

to go.
Hud be no relations back In the
mountains? Nobody up in the Spider
country? No wives or daughters or fathers or mothers or friends or anything? Delaroo always shook his head.
If they persisted, he shook his bend.
Majo Sampson, sitting after supper,
would nsk. and Martie. when the dishes
were side tracked, would l>egln to sew
and listen, and Delaroo, of course,
would listen, but never by any chance
would he answer, not even when Majc
fried to explain how it bore on Id to 1.
He declined to discuss any ratio or to
name any beneficiary whatsoever. The
right Irmorahle recording secretaries
fumed and denounced it as irregular,
and Muje Sampson wore holes in bis
elbows gesticulating, but In the matter
•Γ distributing bis personal share of the
unearned increment Delaroo expressed
no preference whatsoever. He paid bis
dues; be made his passes; ne sat In bis

ρίοιτ. What more could oe required?
If they put him iu u post of honor, be
tilled it with silent dignity, if they set
hii'i to guard the outer portal be guarded well. It was perilous, rather, for a
visiting frater or even a local brother
was
try getting past Delaroo if be
Not
Sampson
Majc
ritual.
tlie
iu
rusty
to

Llmself

could work the outer guard
without the countersign. If be forgot It
in the hurry of getting to lodge be bud
till it
to cool bis heels in the outer air
came buck. Delaroo wus pitiless.
In the cab he was as taciturn as be
was iu the lodge or under the kerosene
lamp at Sampson's; be Just listened.
But bis tiring was above uuy man's
who ever stoked the 201. Delaroo uiude

nor a

less coul tbau any man
to
in the roundhouse. Neighbor began
bold bim up as a model for the division,
and the boys found that the way to
Jolly Neighbor was to say nice things
about Delaroo. The head of the motive power would brighten out of a sulk
und
at the mention of Delaroo's name,
he dually tixed up a surprise for the
Indian man. One night ufter Delaroo
be
came in Neighbor, in the bluff way
liked to use in promoting a man. told

bond stronger than grip or password
othJ>liy business of any kind. 'Hie
er things Maje, without realizing It,
merely played at, but as to the railroad
lay, If a railroad man was the right
the big
sort he could b.»rrow anything

machine than the old 2tW as
was than a prise
said
package watch. Delaroo never
listened.
aye, yes or no; he n.erely
Neighbor never had u promotion received In Just that way; It nearly gave

by
Maje had taken counsel and walked

downtown

prominent

business

men

fending off his approach with
shotguns. The city marshal from behind a bomb proof asked what he was
going to do with his patient, and Maje
retorted be was going to take blin
were

-He wasn't a M. it. U. of i.
P. 8. O. of W. E.. but he was a
toundhouse man, and between Maje and
was
a railroad man, a wiper even, there
home.

α

or

fellow bad—money, plug tobacco, pipe,

water bottle, strong bottle—it made no
odds what. And. on the other hand,
Maje wouldn't hesitate to borrow any
The
or all of these things In return.
railroad man who got ahead of Maje
to
Sampson in this respect had claims
the
be considered a past grand in
business.
The doughty engineer lifted and
dragged and hauled Dclaroo home with
blm. If there was no hospital, Martie
bad said, no pest bouse, no nothing,
blm home. They had all had

Just bring

the smallpox up at Sampson's except
the baby, and the doctor bad said
somelately the baby appeared to need
thing. They had really everything up
■t Sampson's sooner or later—measles,
diphtheria, croup, everything on earth
except money. And Martie Sampson,
with the washing and mending and
scrubbing and cooklug, nursed the outcast wiper through his smallpox. The
baby took It, of course, and Martie
nursed the baby through and went on
Just the same as before washing,
mending, cooking, scrubbing. Dclaroo
when he got well went to tiring: Neighbor offered the Job as a kind of coneolation prize, and he went to firing
on the 204 for Maje Sampson.
It was then that Maje took Delaroo
fairly in hand and showed him the
unspeakable folly of trying to get
through the world without the com—

radeship

and benefit» of the B. S. L.'e

of U. and the fraters of the order of
the double barreled star of MacDuff.
a
of
nes*'
Delaroo caught a good deal of It on
Delaroo—but
remarkable,
shape nothing
the
sidings, where they lay most of
looked
he
for
though
a great listener,
time dodging first class trains,
their
disa
like
heard
he
like a deaf uian
when they got In from
and
evenings
ont
from
patcher and saw marvelously
having nowhere
rune
Delaroo,
their
Delaroo
the modest unobstruslveOf a site and
man deaf.

He ëtruiijlilcHcd Dclarno tip itml <ju111
him a drink.

else to go, used to wander after suphe
per up to Sampson's. At Sampson's
would sit in the sbftde of the lamp aud
■moke while Maje, In bis ihlrt sleeves,

more steuui on

a
Delaroo be could have an engine;
as much
good one, one of the Κ class,

Huer a

Duffy's cbroiumeter

him the anot lexy.
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An Explorer'· Itratac*··
Sir Ilarry Johnston, the famous explorer, one»» escaped froni η very tight
corner in Africa by u queer stratagem.
A score or two of murderous natives
had surrounded bis tent, into which,
before rushing it, they seut an envoy.
The envoy was told the smallpox was

in the camp, and a wretched Albino
In
was sent out as the awful example.
five minutes the scared tribesmen had
vanished. As Sir Harry well knew,

feared the "white disease" more
thau all the inventions of Maxim.

tbey

A Serious Threat.

(win) stammers)—Miss D-D·
Dimple—D-D—Dollle! I lul-lul-lul—I
lul-lul-love you! Wa-wu-will you b-b—
Stutts

wu-wnl you b-be mum-mum-mum—wuwlll you b-be mtim-mum-my wu-wu-wu
—mum-mum-my wife? Dollle Dimple
(coyly)—Ob, Mr. Stutts! I—I hardly
know how to answer you! Stutts (des-

perately)—Ac-ne-nc-sus-et»—accept my
ptip-pup-proitoeal or I'll sus-sus—or I'll
sus-sue-say It all over

a-gttg-gug-agslnt

—Woman's Home Companion.
£••11 r

Bank Clerk—This check, madam. Isn't
filled In. Madam—Isn't wbat? Bank
Clerk —It lias your husband's name
signed to It, but does not state bow
much money you waut. Madam—Ob,
Is that all? Well. I'll take all there Is.
Go·* Lack.

Mrs. McCall—Is Mrs. (iassaway it
kome? The Servant—Faith, she Is not.
ma'am, be great luck, but ye'd best
Pave yer curd nu' skedaddle away, fur
•he's like to be in anny minute now.—

Philadelphia Ledger.
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Tuna ? ill κ vear If paid «trlctly la advance.
Otherwtae tSJO « year. Single ooplea 4 cent».
AU legal advertisement*
AMOmnm ;
ara given three connective Innertione for $1.50
per Inch ta length of column. Special contracta
aade with local, traaalent and yearly advert!·
—

era.

Job Puirrne —New type, fa·* preeaea, «team
power, experienced workmen and low price·
combine to make thla department of oar bualaeae complete anil popular.

Coming Events.
June JO.—Graduation, Hebron Academy.
June JO, il.—oxford A^nx latlon of Universaltut, Norway.
June 21.—Graduation, l'art* High School.
June &—Republican Second Congressional District Convention, Lewlston.
June '17.—Republican «tate convention. Port
law*.
June
Republican county convention, South
Parle.
3.—Democratic
county convention, South
July
Parte.
SEW

1

1

ADVERTISEMENTS.

June White Sale.
Those Colored Vlewe.
For Sale.

Wanted.

Republican state convention.
A Republican «late convention will be held In 1|
·.
City Hi. Portland. Wednesday, June 27. ;·.«
at 1" Κ o'clock α. μ for the purpose ol nominating a candidate (or Governor to be eupp>rted
at the September election, and tram-acting any
other tiu«lne-o« that may properly come before It.
The basts of representation will be aa follows:
Each city, town anil plantation will be entitled
to one delegate; ami for each 75 votes cast for
the Republican <-andldate for Governor In 1901
an additional delegate, and fur a fraction of 40
votes in excess of 75 votes, a farther additional delegate. Vacancies in the delegation of
ν be tilled
any city, town or plantation can on I
by résilient* of the county tn which the vacancy
existe.
The State Comm'ttee will be In session In the
reception room of the hall at 9:30 λ. m. of the 'lay
of the convention, for th<9 purpose of receiving
credentials of delegates, in onler to be eligible
to participât : tn th convention, delegates must
be elected sub.«equent to date of tl>e call for this
convention.
All electors of Maine, whatever their politic*!
affiliations may hive been, who believe In ti e
general principles and policy of the Republican
party and desire 1U success at the polls In the
coining election In thW state, are cordially Invited to unite under thl-» call in electing
gales to the convention.
Per order. Republican Stale Committee,
Sk.ru M Cartkk, Chairman.
Btkun Botd, Secretary.
Lewtston, April 30, 1!«J6.

dele-1

UnlerthU call, there will be a total of 143» I
delegates In the convention. Oxford County 1·
entlt ed

to

>>,

Albany,

Andover.

Bethel.
Browmield,
Bucklleld,
Byron,

Canton,

Denmark,
Dlxfle'd,

Frveburg,
Gtleal.
t.

raft on.

Greenwood,
Hanover,

Hartford,
Hebr->n,

Hiram,
Lovell,
Mason,

Mexico,
Newry,

a*

fjilows

1 I
2
3 ι
3 :
2
1 ι
2
1
4
3
1
1
2
1
2
2
2 J
3
1
4
1

Norway,

Oxford,
Parle.
Peru.
Porter,
Roxbury,
Rum ford,
Stone ham,
Stow,
Sumner,
Sweden,

Cpton,

Waterford,
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SOUTH PARIS, MAINS, JUNE 19,1906.

ATWOOD

Wwt Parte.
Saturday, at the oloae of th· term at
Th· dedication services for the new
Universalis! ohnrob will be held next Qould Academy the graduate· and «.few
THE DOINGS OF THE WEEK IN ALL week on Wednesday, Jane 27th, and *1! Invited friend*, chaperoned bj the teaohwho deeire to Attend will be cordially ers, Miaeee Carver and Foe·, enjoyed a
SECTIONS OP THE COUNTY.
dinner at Bryant Pond, and «pent
welcome. Rev. P. E. Barton, wbo is
e day moat pleasantly.
itate missionary, has the programme in
from Brown Poet, G. ▲. R.,
Paria HilL
charge, the fall text of which will be .Delegate·
R. C. hare been in Portland
given next week. All members and and the W.the
Θ. A. R. encampment.
in this attending
first Baptist Church, Β·τ. K. O. Taylor, pastor Mends of the Universalist society
Rev. C. N. Oleacon,' Mr. and Mr·.
are invited to partake of the
Preaching every Sunday at 10:45 A. M. Sunday
ricinlty
at
Service
School it It M. Sabbath Evening
dinner at Oood Will Hall underneath the Hiram Beao, Mr·. Valentine, Mrs. Eli
7:30 r. M. T. P. S. C. K. Tuesday evening.
visitors will also be served Barker and Mr·. ▲. M. Clark and ion
Prayer Meeting Thuraday evening at 7 40. Core- church. All
before the lat there with dinner and be entertained Irving attended the annnal meeting of
nan t Meeting the laat rrllay
Sunday of the month at 130 r. M. All not over night at the homes of the parish. the Oxford Co. oburohea at Shelburne,
otherwise ooaaccted are cordially Invited.
is Ν Η
I'nlTenalt*'. Church.
Sunday School every Rev. S. C. Bolles, D. D., of Boston,
Mrs. Arthur Wiley and little danghter
Sunday at 10.-45A.M.
expected to give the dedioatory address
In the afternoon, and in the evening the and Mr·. Frost have returned to their
ia
stationed
who
Admiral U. W. Lyon,
installation sermon for the pastor, Bev. home at Bar Mills.
at Honolulu, has shipped home some Isabella S.
Norman
Mrs.
Oehring and little
McDuff, who will come here
used
will
be
wbioh
koa
of
the
tree,
arrived from Oklahoma
logs
it that time from Berlin to remain with daughters
here for making furniture. Tbe koa ia the
visit
Mrs.
Oehring'· parents,
parish, will by Rev. Dr. J. F. Albion Thursday to
a tropical tree which
grows in the jf Portland. A number of
near-by Uni- Mr. and Mrs. G. R. Wiley.
Hawaiian Islands, of very handsome rersalist
and
Mrs.
Brooks
danghter Rose are
pastors have been invited to
wood, much reaembling mahogany, in ittend including Rev. Mr. Taylor of visiting Mrs. F. B. Schoonover.
Mrs. Tobias Lord, who has been the
appearance, weight and quality.
Lewiston and Rev. C. R. Tenney of AuMiss Ruth Stearns entertained Mrs. B.
guest of Mrs. Seth Walker, has returned
burn.
and
Mrs.
Muriel
C. Park and daughter
The Woman's Baptist Missionary So- to her home.
E. S. Kilborn of Bethel at dinner WedAt the Republican caucus Friday the
of the Oxford association held a
siety
Farm.
at
Maple
nesday
were choeen: State,
rery successful meeting here at the F. following delegates
A. P. Stearns found one of his work
B. church Wednesday of last week and a Η. H. Hastings, N. R. Springer, T. H.
horses in the stall Thursday morning
from nearly all the Jewett, J. U. Purington, B. C. Bowler.
with a srarobrel joint broken or dislocat- good delegation line of the O. T. R.
on the
churches
R., District: J. M. Philbrook, J. H. Bared. The leg was placed in a cast, and it
The meeting was row·, F. E. Hanecom, Η. E. Jordan, E.
were in attendance.
be
a
possiis considered that there may
at about 11 ▲. m., by the presi- H. Young. County: J. M. Philbrook,
bility of saving the horae, though the opened
Mrs. C. E. Tolman of South Paris. E. C. Park, C. M. Kimball, C. E. Barker,
dent,
not
is
large.
hope
The opening prayer service was led by C. L. Abbott, Jr.
Mrs. Edward L. Parria of New York
Presiding Elder Parson· occupied the
Mrs. E. O. Taylor of Paris. Mrs. Qeorge
arrived recently and opened the aummer
B. Crockett of South Paris acted as sec- M. E. pulpit Sunday, June 17.
home here temporarily to make préparaTbe village was well deoorated with
for the meetings. The directors
rations for the occupancy by the family retary
as follows:—Mrs. L. C. flags June 14.
then
reported
later in the season. Mrs. Parris will reChester Bean, U. of Μ., '08, will
Morton of South Paris on Home Mission
turn to New York.
Mrs. Rosetta Ryerson of West spend his vacation in Boston.
Work,
Knickerbocker
Rev. and Mr*. C. A.
Among the graduates at Maine UniSumner on Foreign Mission Work, Miss
and son arrived at Elmhurst Saturday for
Alton
Ethel Ford of Bryant's Pond on Junior versity are two Bethel boys,
the aummer.
Carlson.
Foreign Missions, and Mrs. Howes of Richardson, and Gotthard
Henry D. Hammond ia receiving con- Mechanic
Falls on Junior Home Mis- Richardson has a fine position in the
gratulations upon the birth of a little lions. Mrs. Anna
in
Sargent Hunt of Au- Government Experiment Station
daughter.
s Rhode Island.
then
introduced
and
was
burn
gave
Clayton K. Brooks, formerly of this
Misses Mildred Tuell and Anna Carltalk on mission work io
town, has been sent by the London As- very interesting
with a map of that son have been attending the graduation
Alaska,
illustrating
to
Francisco
San
to
surance Corporation
noAÎo» in ika aJinaÉmanf nf thft InBCM flf
country. She gave much information at the University of Maine.
IV^WIUlUg
will
Brooks
Mr.
that company.
proba- tnd
the lack of needful protection by
Bryant'· Pond.
bly remain in California for two or three the U. S.
government. At the noon
Brooks
time
Mrs.
which
James L. Bowker and Gilman A.
months, during
with
basket
all
their
hour
adjourned
Whitman attended the O. A. R. Enand children will stay with her sister,
lunches to the dining room in Orange
Mrs. At wood, at Paris Hill. It is a decampment at Portland Wednesday.
where
more than fifty were seated
Hall
Albert Bowker is moving to West
cided compliment to Mr. Brooks' ability
it the tables, which were daintily arrangParis where be bas a position as clerk in
to be assigned to a mission of this kind
linen
with
white
and
vases of cut
ed
difficult
the store of Guy A. Smith.
as the Sao Francisco losses are
Sowers. The afternoon session opened
tu adjust on account of having to deJoseph Seams baa erected two houses
at 1 p. m., and after singing of
promptly
the
of
what
case
this spring. One of them has been sold
termine in each
portion
hymns the annual election of officers to Eugene Hodgdon of Danville.
damage was doue by fire and what by took
place resulting as follows:
Eugene S. Morrill, agent for the Maine
earthquake.
RreeMent—Mr·. Ο. E. Tolman. South Paris.
was in town over Sunday.
Miss Gertrude M. Brown joined the
Vice-President— Mm. Howee, Mechanic Fall··. Parmer,
Many gardens and much of the field
family here last week to remain during Sec. aud Trea».—M te· Annie BUwarda, South

5
3
9
2

%
1
2
1
1
2
3

«UVIt

—

Total,

88

Pari*.

Cummings'.

critical condition.

Racent arrivals at tke Hubbard House
Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Luntand Mr. and
Mrs. William J. Berry of Beverly, Mass.
Mrs. Giles and Miss M. Rose Giles of
Portland, former residents here, are
guests at Mary I. Mellen's.
Mr. and Mis. John Pierce returned
Saturday from their Boston trip.
Next Sabbath Evangelists Smith and
Second District Republican
McFee will preach and sing at both
Convention.
services iu the Baptist church. Mr. McThe Second District Republican convention will Fee is said to be an excellent preacher
be held tn City Mall, Lewtston, Maine, Tuesday,
Mr. Smith a fine singer as well as
June 2K, 1906, at 1 o'clock, ι», m., for the purpose and
The two men are sent out
of nominating a candidate for congress to be preacher.
voted for at the September election.
under the auspices of the Evangelistic
transact
and
any
committee
a
district
select
To
of New England.
other bue'ness that may properlv come before It. Association
The ba->ls of representation will be as follows
be
entitled
Greenwood.
Kach city, town and plantation will
to one delegate, and for each 73 vote· cast for the
If our memory is correct nothing w
for governor In 1904 an
Republican candidate
additional delegate, and for a fraction of 4o votes said about the weather from this source
Varan
Id excess of 75 an additional delegatelast week, but now the time seems to
des in the delegation of any clt/, town or planhave come when a passing mention of it
tation can only lie tilled by a resident of the
at least would be in order. By using the
county In which the vacancy exists.
The District committee wtlt be In session tn editor's motto, boil it down, the whole
the reception room of the hall at 11 o'clock. Acan be expressed in few words,
on the morning of the convention for th? pur- subject
of receiving the credentials of the delegates, like the following, to wit: The whole
legates In or 1er to be eligible to participate spring, through planting time, has been
In the convention must be elected subsequent to
so cold and wet that very little sweet
the date of the call for this convention.
The chairmen of the various delegations are corn was put in, and one of our neighof
the delegates bors who
requested to forward a full list
prepared his ground for three
and alternates to the secretary of the District
acres is to-day planting fodder corn for
committee, J. W. Bracken, Phillips, as soon as
We have seen several June
the* are chosen on dup'lcate blank· to be fur- the silo.
nished for that purpose.
frosts, but one of the heaviest was on
Per order Republican District Committee.
the morning of the 12th, when the lower
Frea \Y. Wlrfht, Rockland, chairman.
fields looked as if a snow squall had just
J. W. Bracket!, Phillips, secretary.
A. D. t'ornl-h, Lewi-Urn
passed over. Of course crops that were
Falls.
Rumfonl
A. E. Stearns,
up, if growiug on frosty land and susEugene Thomas, Topsham.
R C. Reed, DauiArtscottA.
ceptible to it, were killed to the ground.
Rockland, Maine, May 3.1906.
Chas. D. Briggs, of whom mention
was recently made, gave us a brief visit
Convention.
Republican County
the other day, and since his colloquial
The Republican voters of the County of Ox- faculties are above the average, a defort, In the State of Maine, are requested to
of his southern home and divmeet In convention at the Court Honse at South scription
Paris on Thursday, the 28th day of June, A. D. ers other matters in connection with it
190b, at 10 JU o'clock In the forenoon, for the pur- rendered the interview
of more than
pose of nominating candidates for the following
He told us about
interest.
countv officers, to be supporte»I at the September ordinary
elecUon, to wit: Senator, Clerk of Courts. County getting bitteu by a rattlesnake and the
Treasurer. County Attorney, Register of Deeds, remedies used to save his life, which
Register of Deed· for Western District, one
tiret, to cord his wrist so as to
County Commissioner, and Sheriff. Also to were,
choote a Republican County Committee for the stop all circulation of blood, the wound
1908.
lao7
and
years
being on the hand, and next to drink
The ba-daof representation will be as follows:
three pints of whiskey, and, finally to
Kach town ami plantation organised for election
to the wound made o!
purpose· will be entitled to one delegate, and for apply a poultice
each 75 votes east for the Kepubllcan candidate the albumen of an egg mixed with comfor Governor In 1904 an addltlooal delegate, and
Mr. Briggs said that the
mon salt.
for a fraction of to vote· In excess of 75 votes an
additional delegate.
whiskey he drank did not disturb his
In
will
be
The Republican County Committee
equilibrium any more than would so
session at the grand jury room at the Court
much cold water, and the hardest part
House at South Paris, at 9 o'clock on the morn
lng of the convention, for the purpose of receiv- of the ordeal was when they took the
of
the
credential·
ing
delegates.
cord from his wrist, then for a while it
Delegates tn order to be eligible to participate was nothing lees than torture.
lu the convention must be elected subsequent to
The hornnv is here again in full force,
the dale of the call for this convention.
Per order Republican Countv Committee.
its occupation being apparently to torH. L. BARTLKTT, Chairman.
ment the cattle.
H. C. DUSTON Secretary.
Thank· to our cousin. Mrs. II. B.
Dated at South Paris, Maine, May 4,Ι90β.
Maxim, of Hartford, for a late copy of
Mere and There.
the Outlook. It is well filled with interesting matter, prominent among which
Any man who *aye "I don't care" 1* either a are the Panama Canal, and A Woman's
Uar or a fool.
Experience of Earthquake and Fire.
It began to be rumored that the deer
And any woman who says "I don't
care" simply menue that she does care had become about the same as extinct,
so seldom did he show up; but report
very much.
says one was seen recently from which it
is inferred that he is not yet become a
After being for years with only one
back number.
representative in the United States SenMr. Farnum of Howe Hill was here
ate, Delaware at last bas her full uum- recently soliciting funds for George
ber. To offset it, at the same time the
Mason, who had lost a horse out of bis
representation of the great state of New team. Tbe public seemed to respond
York becomes nil, as both her senators
with considerable liberality, just as it is
are out for the rest of the session, and
well to do in such cases.
do not count for much even when they
A gentleman passed here just now
are present.
bareheaded, driving a good looking team.
Perhaps he was learning to imitate the
One feature of the packing house in- fairer and gentler sex in that matter.
spection bill, or rider, which is causing
Hebron.
some discussion, is the provision that
Rev. Mr. Cotton of Norway preached
the government shall pay the inspectors.
It would be no more than fair that the Sunday in exchange with Dr. Crane.
Mrs. Mary Bearce and Miss Kate Merpackers should pay the expense, but for
the sake of the service, to guarantee iu- rill attended commencement exercises at
dependence and faithfulness on the part the University of Maine this week. Mrs.
the
of the inspectors, it seems better to have Bearce's eon Henry is one of
the government pay them.
graduates.
Mr. Drew Thompson of Auburn has
been visiting his granddaughter, Mrs. H.
It is altogether unlikely that anything K. Stearns.
will ever be discovered that will lead any
Persian Everett's new barn is fast
person to change his present opinion renearing completion.
of
Charles
L.
the
Tucker,
guilt
garding
The grass around the academy buildwho was executed for murder in Massacut
ings and in the cemetery is
chusetts last week. There is however
Mr. and Mrs. E. S. Don ham bave relittle doubt that the general effect of
turned from Massachusetts and are now
this case, which has attracted such an
at home for the summer.
abnormal amount of attention, will be to
Commencement next week.
mark a distinct advance toward the aboMiss Daisy Cushman has returned
lition of the death penalty. Maine is
from visiting in New Hampshire and
rejoicing just now that she led the way Massachusetts.
in that line of progress some yean ago.
Railroad Arrangements.—On Maine Central
and Grand Trunk, one fare for round trip; Curtland and Rum for I Kalis, one fare to Rumford
Junction plus one dollar.
Tickets will be good going to Portland on all
train-· of Tuesd iv, June 2*th. and for any train
arriving in Portland June 27th not Idler than
1." 30 r. μ and for a return June 27th ami i-th.

are
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they visited relatives.
The frost of Monday night, June 11,
killed several gardens, others it did not
hurt, thanks to the fog.
Wallie Clark and wife, and their
daughter, Nellie Silver, returned from
Weld Pond Wednesday night, bringing
with them several good sized trout ana

being

salmon. They were away four days.
A merry party of young people consisting of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Lane,

East Waterford.
Dr. Edward L. Hamlin, a native of
this town and a well known lentist of
being agitated, a« is to be
at this season, but it's a pretty safe guess Waltham, Mass., passed away the 14th
The
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crops were ruined by the heavy freeze
Mrs. J. K. Wilson of Portland was then on the night of June 11th.
The Baptist society here are to have a
introduced and gave a very interesting
talk on general missionary work with parsonage. Plans are being made and
for a
many helpful suggestions advocating the foundation will soon bio laid
of the
open air meetings and entertainments. substantial cottage just south
Mrs. Hunt made a few remarks, and a church.
The band has been engaged to play at
trio, "Cast Thy Bread Upon the Waters"
was then sung by Miss Ella Z. Berry, the West Paris celebration.
The senior class of Gould's Academy
Mrs. S. T. White and Mrs. R. T. Flavin.
Miss Owen from the Mather School of took a coach ride to our village SaturBeaufort, S. C., spoke for a few minutes, day and passed the day at Camp Christoher talk being regarding the origin, pher.
Miss Mamie Stephens is at home from
management and development of the
school in which she is employed as a her school and is stopping at Mr. A. C.
teacher. She was a pleasant, interest- Kicker's.
Jnne 16th will be observed as Chiling speaker. Last on the programme
was a helpful question box and dis- dren's Day by Franklin Grange.
cussion. The eession adjourned to meet
Camp Dewey, owned by H. H. Crockin June of next year with the church at ett, bas been rented for the season to
Rumford Falls.
parties from Annapolis, Md.
M. M. Hathaway baa recently bought
Mrs. Anna C. Young has returned
a few acres of land adjoining his of
home.
Miss Linnie Marshall is at the Central John A. Titus.
About 500 thousand of pine lumber
Maine General Hospital for treatment
will be shipped from this station this
for appendicitis.
Mrs. Jennie Pierce of New York is season by Morse & Chadbourne. It will
go into the yards of the Deering Lumvisiting Mrs. Elva E. Locke.
Mrs. F. S. Farnum will bave a clear- ber Co. at Portland. This lumber was
on the Vint Abbott farm in Milton
cut
summer goods at her
ance sale of
millinery and fancy goods store for this Plantation.
week beginning Monday, June 18. The
West Sumner.
goods are marked at greatly reduced
prices, many at half prices.
Children's. Day will be observed in the
The Ladies1 Aid of the Methodist
Baptist church the 17th.
church met last week Tuesday afternoon
June 14th, Flag Day, was observed by
with Mrs. E. D. Stilwell. Plans for
S. B. R. Club. At an early hour the
earning money fur the society were dis- members of the club displayed the stars
cussed. It was decided that they would and
stripes at their homes. The town
open a food sale this summer. White
was set and all rejoiced to see Old
and brown bread, cakes and pastry will flag
Glory flung to the breeze. In the afterbe for sale each Saturday afternoon in noon the club was entertained
by Mrs.
the front room at the home of < Mrs. Rosetta
Ryerson. An appropriate proDavis P. Curtis beginning at 2 o'clock.
gramme had been prepared as follows:
Dr. F. E. Wheeler attended the Maine
Solo, The Star Spangled Banner, Mrs.
Medical Association at Portland last M. E. Farrar. Roll call answered
by
Friday.
quotations relating to stars and stripes.
A welcome to the pastor Rev. Thomas The
following readings were given:
Whiteside and family and a "Pound
Mr#. R. H. Ryeraon.
Allegiance to the Flag,
Social" will be held Monday evening The Patriot'* Request
M re. Geo. Clark.
this week, June 18, at the Methodist Oar Country'* Flay, (original) Mr*. E. G. 8mall.
The American Flag, (an original e**ay)
Refreshments
will
be
served
parsonage.
Mr*. Frank H. Brown.
and all will be welcomed.
Mr·. H. 8. Robertson
Barbara Frletchle,
Mr». B. J. Martton.
Fred Smith has gone to Norway to Recitation
work for bis grandfather, L. F. Willis,
We were reminded by our president,
and S. T. White is now without a clerk. Mrs. Brown, that this was the 129th anElmer P. Stetson and family from Gll- niversary of the birth of our flag, or in
bertville have moved into the upstairs other words it is just 129 years since the
rent in Mr. Willis' house here, Mrs. adoption of the American flag by conStetson being hie oldest daughter.
gress. After this part of the exercises
Murdock Brothers, comedians, with a had been gone.through with all seemed
here
last
of
six
were
refreshed and enlivened and felt like excamped
company
week in three tents on the .lawn belong- claiming with Scott:
S.
W.
and
to
Mr.
Dunham,
gave
"Breathe* there a man with soul *o tlea<l
ing
Who never to lilmielf hath said.
shows every evening in Dunham Hall,
"
le my own, my native land'?
'This
with fair patronage. The music was
the refreshments were being
While
good also many of the specialties.
West Paris Grange will have a me- brought in and discussed every one had
morial service at the F. B. church on a conundrum to offer or a humorous
Sunday, June 24, at 3 o'clock p. m. The anecdote to relate and merry-making
sermon wifl be by Rev. H. A. Clifford of ran high until the president called for
South Paris, and there will be special the last number on the programme
which was the singing of the Red, White
music.
and Blue. All voted it the best club of
Norm parts.
the season. The next meeting will be
Marcellus Littlehale is stopping at June 28th.
□
ri a ο Knatnaa· t ri η tn
hie brother's, A. D. Littlehale'», alao
Lewiaton Thursday.
Mr·. Nora Briggs and child.
A heavy shower of rain and hail
Mr. and Mrs. Β. K. Dow went to
South Paris June 11.
accompanied by thunder and lightning
Mrs. Cora Nevers gave birth to a girl passed over this village Saturday after*
noon.
The rain fell in torrents and over
baby June 10, weight 12 pounds.
Charles Starbird is shingling John the mountain there Was undoubtedly a
cloud burst. Nothing like it has occurBut ter field's barn.
H. W. Dunham and wi/e are receiving red before within the memory of the
The shower was over
a visit from his sister, Mrs. Hamilton, oldest inhabitant.
in about forty minutes and the sun was
and children.
Mrs. Ida Brown is visiting her parents, shining again, vet the roads were runMr. and Mrs. A. J. Abbott.
ning like brooks and great pools of
A heavy frost doing much damage water were standing in every depression.
The water literally poured off the mounJune 12.
tain and transformed the road on SchoolMason.
house Hill into a raging torrent. The
£. II. Morrill went to Norway Satur- roar of the water was heard for milee.
it subsided it had washed out all
When
new
day and returned Tuesday with a
horse, besides some cows and other the loose earth and left the hill covered
with bare rooks and ledt, -s cloven here
young stock.
Walter Emery of Bethel was in town and there by deep Assures. The hill
Wednesday and bought a horse of Ervin presented a strange appearance and
Hutchinson.
many of the villagers gathered to look
J. M. Philbrook bought a large pair of at It. Only the day before the road had
oxen of Ervin
Hutohinson to go to been put in good condition, it was now
impassable. It took road commissioner
Brighton.
Redding and a crew of men three days
to repair damages.
South Rumford.
Mellon Bates, who has been in poor
Eugene Davis has sold his milk busi- health for some time, had another shock
ness to Willard Pratt, who took possession June 1st. Philip Vellieux, who Thursday.
C. L. Dunham, S. 6. Barrett, L. J.
worked for Mr. Davis, is working for Mr.
Parrar and Dr. Andrews of Brunswick
Pratt for a while.
went to Bald Mountain Camp fishing
George Jones, who has been in Boston
all winter, came back with his team last Saturday.
Horace Farrar bas sold bis horse to
week. His sister, Mrs. Minnie FreeAd Bucknam.
with
him.
came
drove
man,
They
up
Mrs. Philbrook and little daughter,
from Portland by way of Paris, where
who have
Ν.
of

the summer at "Old Brick."
The tirst of the regular teas on the
golf links will be given next Saturday
afternoon from four to six o'clock. A
putting match will be held in which all
members and their friends are asked to
take part.
Mrs. J. P. Thompson and Miss Olive
M. Thompson of Portland are guests at
Elmhurst for the summer. Mrs. Thompson's sons, Dr. William Thompson and
James L. Thompson, were here a few
days last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Nutting and two children
of Otisâeld, are guests at Mrs. J. C.

Charles T. Rawson of Boston is the
PLANTATIONS:
guest of his cousin, Miss Mary I. Mellen.
Addison G. Parlin, who has been in
1
Lincoln,
1 failing health for several weeks, had
Magalloway,
1
Ml'.ton,
another shock last week and is in a
Woodstock,

HUU

again
expected just

Fourth" is

AH the Republican county conventions
which have been held in the state so far
have strongly endorsed Governor Cobb's
position in the matter of prohibition,
and those which have mentioned resubmission la their resolutions have declared against It In very dectdsd Isafge

Conway,

H.,

been visiting with Mrs. Philbrook's
brother, I. O. Swift, went to Norway

a 100
We know not why! The RTadswortb of Doroheaier, Mass.,
>f the late Geo. Peleg Wadawortb of
from two ahoeka of
ehieh he waa a member. Serrioae were Slram, la recovering
ie in Boa ton city hospital.
jonducted by Rot. A. W. Pottle. Hla panlyeia. He
Mr. SU Clem one, who recently had two
Ifaaonlc brethren were in attendance.
ribe broken by a kick of a horse, la ImKin Lena A. Bailey of Auboro, a
Hia son, Samuel W., a student
trained none, returned to her home proving.
it the University of Maine, is at home
liter the death of Mr. Lucas.
Ex-Governor Long baa been In town on a vacation.
The change from 86° above aero on the
ind expects to return for bis sommer
5th, to 87° abofe on the 11th, waa very
lojonrn in August.
frost on the low
unuanal. A
Virgil Cole, Alfred Cole and Mrs. John landa damagedheavy
growing crops severely.
BUingwood are siok.
MiaaFlorenoe Belle Spring and Mi M
The Baokfleld Literary Club report a
Ina Evelyn Wadawortb of Hiram were
fine time with Miss Nellie Dudley at her
of the graduating class at the
borne on the Mountain aide last Tuesday. mem be re
School tbla week.
School dosed Friday with exercisee Gorbam Normal
Mrs. Harry B. Mnrch and two chilit the Baptist ohuroh in the evening.
dren visited this week at Ell 0. WadaCapt. and Mrs. C. H. Prince went Fri- worth's.
day by anto to Madison to visit their son,
The Hiram Β rata Band holda meetings
Editor H. C. Prince.
on Monday and
The report of the death of Chas. Buck at the Orange bnllding
Df Traverse City, Mich., comes to his Thursday evenings.
relatives, the Princes. About two years
Eaat Brown field.
sgo he married Mrs. Anna Pike of this
an
Plana are belog perfected for
lace, » second wife. They visited here
elaborate observance of July 4th here.
kst winter for some weeks.
Lillian Gilpatrick la at F. R. BradI met B. A. Hutchinson on the street
Thursday for the first time since our ill- bury's.
Mr. and Mra. 7. W. Poo re and Mr.
ness—1 the wreck of my former self, and
shadow of a former and Mra. S. W. Rowe attended the G. A.
mere
he
a
R. Encampment at Portland last week.
corporosity.
Oar atate road is being built between
Herbert Cooper, I am informed, takes
this village and Brownfield Centre.
one daily, one thrice-a-week, and eight
and
Mra. Ella McLucas
daughter
weeklies. Who is the next one?
to Hiram for the sumMr. and Mrs. A. P. Tilton and son of Betrix have gone
Auburn have recently visited Mr. Til- mer.
At the recent Repnblican caucus deleton's parents.
were selected who are for LittleSome of our young blood htve invent- gates
and prohibition.
ed a new shower bath of ground grass field, Cobb
and water applied through a transmitter.
The annnal report of the Outing DePatent applied for.
of Tbe Boaton Traveler haa
How queer! With all my pains and partment
how during
infirmities, my right arm has remained just been Issued showing
hundreds of poor
in a condition that my scrawls can be the past four years
have been sent from the crowd·
declphered as a rule. "How unfortunate" children
ed tenement dlatricta of Boston to the
some may say.
and en8heriff Withington and wife have gone country, there to romp and play
tbe sunshine and the
to Fort Popbam to meet a cousin of Mrs. joy the fresh air,
were
who was reoently married •pure food of the farms. Children

imall children.

funeral wu at the Methodist ohoroh, of

S

Withington's
Park, Ν. Y.,

at Floral

cer.

to a military offi-

Thos. S. Bridgham has spent several
away, perhaps looking over the
condition of the country. De has a new

days

housekeeper, a Mrs. Quimby.
Lee Bridgham has bought the

Ο. B.
It is understood that he is
to operate at the L. B. Spaulding spring.
Look out for your cats. Mrs. Asa Atwood was recently attacked by a domestic oat and badly bitten.
Ouy Gardner and wife of Dixfleld
have been about town visiting Mr. Gardner's parents. They came by auto.
Mr. and Mrs. C. S. Childs have recently been to the twin cities.

Hall house.

Lovell.
Jeeeie A. Chapman and

Abbie E.
borne Friday from the
State Normal School at Farmington.
Rev. J. W. Card and wife ana Mra. H.
W. Palmer, and Mra. M. A. Char lea attended the Christian Conference at Freedom, N. H.t last week.
C. K. Chapman, Linwood Sawyer and
wife and Mra. Sumner Kimball attended
the Congregational Conference at North

Woodbury came

Waterford.
Rev. Cbarlea Ilarbutt, secretary of the
Maine Missionary Society, apoke at the
Center in the afternoon, and the village
in the evening, last Sunday.
Elwin Hubbard and family are here for
He la installing a gas
a few weeka.
plant at tho village atore.
Farrington'a orchestra furnished music

highway.

quickly

MUSLIN UNDERWEAR

There la

a

greet saving In

The

meat.

work room·,

so

profit.

depart-

this

front baa 44 fin·

■111 find her· good· and price· that

lawn,
tucks, two row· lac· insertion finish- pleaae.
ed with medallions, short sleeves, BBD SPREADS la fall aiZM, neat
torn· and muj to wash, fine for comtucked collar, trimmed with lace, 96c.

] WAISTS of floe

direct from the
joo get the middlemen's

goods

THE HOUSEKEEPER

SHIRT WAISTS

are

59c. and 75c.

moo dm,
of good lawn, has four rows of
embroidery in front, also large and BED SPREADS in the finer qiU|lu<|
and very desirable where you we fit.
fine tucks, tucked collar and cuff, 06c.
tiog op a room Id a mure attractif»
VAI8T of Linon D'Inde, front has commanner, both fringed or cooaoa
bination of lace and bamburg inserfinish, $1.00, 1.25, 1.50, 1.75, l«
tion, also tucks, laco collar, long
2.25, 2.50 aod 8.50.
sleeve with deep cuff, 91.49.
end sleeves, 75c.
1VAI8T of fiue material, laoe insertion, A WONDERPUL VALUE i0 a ^
GOWN of good muslin, joke of lsce
finieb, good weight, 72*81 apread,
fine row embroidery, sleeve and collar
with ribbon ioserted, empire stjle,
worth 25 per cent, more than the ui«
lace trimmed, very pretty, $1.98.
lsce trimmed sleeve, 98c.
price, 79c.
WAIST OF LINGERIE, lace insertion,
GOWN of loaglclotb, empire stjle, joke
tucked front, lace PILLOW CASES of good cotton, ft5^9
and
embroidered
with lsce trimmed with ribboo, lace
at 12 l-2c. and 15c.
collar, sleeve with eight inch cuff
trimmed sleeve, $1.25.
PILLOW CASES of fine cotton
with three rows insertion, 12.08.
GOWN, empire stjle, joke irregular
at 25c.
WAIST of fine linen, elaborate band
■bepe of bamburg and fine tucks, musexcellent quality un.
nine inch tucked SHEETS of
embroidered
front,
lin trimmed with ribbon, neck and
bleached cotton, full alze, 55c.
and hemstitched cuff, collar has fine
to
#1.69.
■leeve trimmed
match,
tucks and hemstitching, 12.98.
SHEETS of good bleached cotton full
GOWN of fine muslin, square joke of
•lie, 62 l-2c.
SHIRT WAIST SUITS
Laiuburg, also bamburg insertion,
trimmed with ribbon, bamburg in SUITS of good lawn, waist of tucks SHEETS of high quality of blear bed
cotton, 75c. and 82 l-2c.
neck and sleeves, $1 75.
and embroidery, skirt with clusters of
trimfloe
of
GOWN
muslin, bandsomelj
plaits, $2.75.
SOFA PL LOW
med, 92.49, 2.98.
SUITS of fine lawn, embroidered plait
There la nothing that will make a
sent to every state of New England where
down waist front, also tucks, short room a· cozy aa a SOPA PILLOW
good homes were opened for this deservTABLE DAMASK
ing philanthropy, and the good accomsleeves, skirt has side plaits, $3.50.
SOFA PILLOWS, 18x18, floes, Sic.
in strlctlj pure linen, prettj patterns,
plished la incalculable.
linen finish, waist has tucks SOPA PILLOWS, 18x18, down, 75c.
of
SUITS
It is expected that the work thia year and of e
qualltj that can be guaranteed
will be conducted on a much larger
and embroidered front, tucked skirt, SOPA PILLOWS, 20x20, silk flow, 4fc.
87 l-2c.,
aoale. Tbe readera of tbla paper are in everj waj, 50c., 59c., 75c„
SOPA PILLOWS, 20x20, down, #7c
very full, $4.50.
aaked to aaaiat in tbe work by caring for II 09,1.37 and 1.60.
SUITS in extra good lawn, India linen, SOFA PILLOWS, 22x22, flow, 50c.
one or more children for one or two
SOPA PILLOWS, 22x22, down, |l oq
TOWELS
weeka during the months of July and
that are very stylish, $4.98, 0.98.
August. The Traveler will be sent free profitable for Hotels, Boerdlng Houses
SOFA PILLOWS, 24x24, flou, 75c.
for one year to every family entertaining
SKIRTS
and Families.
one of theae deserving little children.
SKIRT BARGAINS
SKIRTS, linen finish with side plaits on
The Traveler paya the railroad fare and HUCK TOWELS, 14x26, 7 l-2c.
SKIRTS of good cotton, full flounce
front seams, very full, 98c.
all preliminary expensea, and will aend
12 l-2c.
with bematitching, a good bargain
children of either sex who will be clean BUCK TOWELS, 19x36,10c.,
SKIRTS of Butcher Linen finish, inand orderly. Address Outing Depart- HUCK TOWELS, 20x38, hemstitched
50c.
beaded
each
in
by
serted
seap,
plait
ment, Boaton Traveler.
end fencj woven ends, 25c.
SKIRT8 of good muslin, full flounce
tabe, $1.25.
FOLLOWING THE FLAG.
with hemstitching, a good bargain
TURKISH TOWELS, 13x30, bleached, 8KIRT of linen finish, plaits between

GOWNS of good cotton, yoke bes large
end smell tucks, bemborg raffle 1n
neck end sleeves, price 69c., 50c.
GOWN of fine cotton, joke bes 12 hemstitched taoks end 8 rows of embroidered insertion, bembarg raffle In neck

When our aoldiers went to Cuba and
the Philippines, health waa the moat Important conaldeiatlon. Willie T. Morgan, retired Commissary Sergeant, U. S.
Α., of Rural Route 1, Concord, Ν. H.,
saya: "I was two veara in Cuba and
two years In tbe Philippines, and being
subject to colds, I took Dr. King's New
Discovery for Consumption, which kept
And now, in New
me in perfect health.
Hampshire, we find It tbe best medicine
in the world for coughs, colds, bronchial troubles and all lung diseaaea.
Guaranteed at F. A. Shurtleff A_Co.,
Price 50c and «1.00. Trial

1 WAISTS

50c.
7 l-2c.
seams, headed by irregular tab, $1.75.
of good muslin, full flounce
TURKISH TOWELS, 18x86, 10c.
SKIRTS
SKIRT of Indian Head, deep flounce
with pretty wide insertion and lace to
TURKISH TOWELS, 20x51, excellent
headed by three one-half bands, very
I match, 08c.
qualltj, 12 l-2c.
full, $1.98.
flounce hating three
TURKISH TOWELS, 23x48, heavj, 25c. SKIRT of pure linen, tucked panels with SKIRTS with deep
cluster· of ·βτβη tuck·, alto with wide
stitched straps, $3.98.
lace insertion, edged with wide lace
.
SKIRT of pure linen, 15 gore skirt,
PURE LINEN, 17 inches wide, 10c.
$1.39.
embroidered panel front, $5 98.
SKIRTS of fine mualin, deep flounce,
STEVENS PURE LINEN, 19 inches
cluster· of floe tuck· with three rows
10c.

CRASH

BELTS

wide,

CORSET COVERS

|

1

farmer look discouraged.
Electric Bitters; the great restorative
Miss Mary Swan of South Paris is medicine, of which S. A. Brown of Benvisiting her relatives here.
nettaville, S. C., says: "They restored
Master Heoiy Howe from South Paris
my wife to perfect health, after years ol
has been spending a two weeks' vacation suffering with dyspepsia, and a chronat F. B. Howe's.
ically torpid liver." Electric Bitters
Mrs. G. N. Sanborn and little daughter care chills and fever, malaria, biliouslast
Ν.
at
II.,
visited relatives
Berlin,
ness, lame back, kidney troubles and
week.
bladder disorders. Sold on guarantee bj
C. M. Kimball and G. K. Hastings are F. A. Shurtleff & Co., druggists. Price
housea.
their
repainting
60c.
Mr. 0. B. Farwell and Miss Ella Farwell visited relatives in Lovell last week.
Tbe meeting of the Maine branch oi
Mr. Walter Bartlett has moved from *Iia A movlnaη VaHarmHnn nf T.ahnr At
farm
Locke'· Mill* to the Inaley Young
LewiatoD elected Elmer E. Bra un of
in thia place, which he has leased for Ellsworth
president. The next annual
the coming year.
meeting will be held at Portland the
first Tuesday In June, 1007. One of the
Oxford.
most important actions of the meeting
Rev. Mr. Newport preached the bacca- was the
passage of a resolution in favor
laureate sermon before the graduating of woman's suffrage.
class of Oxford High School at the

ARNOLD'S
"fSSti

BALSAM

Cholera florbus

by

P. A. SHURTLEFF ft CO.

Congregationaiist church Sunday
DEATH PROM LOCKJAW
ing from these words, "All
never follows an injury dressed with
attendance.
a
was
There
large
your·.1'
Bucklen's Arnica 8alve. Its antiseptic
Rev. Mr. Chapman of the M. E. church
blood
assisted in the service and music was and healing properties prevent
Chas. Oswald, merchant of
furnished by the choirs of both churches. poisoning.
"It
N. T., writes:
Rev. Mr. Newport attended the annual Rensselaersvllle,
cured Seth Burch of this place, of the
conference of Congregationaiist churches
sore on his neck I ever saw.1'
at Shelburne, Ν. H., on Tuesday and ugliest
Cures Cuts, Wounds, Burns and Sore·.
Wednesday, June 12th and 13th.
25c at P. A. Shurtleff A Co.1· drug store.
Mr. Henry Richmond has gone to BosLADIES' WHITE CANVAS
ton for a few days.
EMBROIDERED
Kennebunk may well be pleased over OXFORDS,
Miss C. E. Carman attended as deleannouncement of the gift of a 950,000
gate the Oxford County Conference of the
VAMPS
$1.30, 1.79
Congregationaiist churches at Shelburne, library building from one of its summer
Ν. H. Miss Anna Cummings, who is residents.
LADIES' WHITE CANVAS
visiting her sister, Mrs. French, also atSITUATION
ALARMING
AN
tended.
OXFORDS, PLAIN VAMP, CAP
Mr. and Mrs. Chas. Starbird and little frequently results from neglect of clog11.99
TOE,
daughters, Marion and Marguerite, went ged bowels and torpid liver, until conto Poxcroft on Thursday to visit rela- stipation becomes chronic. This condiMISSES' WHITE CANVAS
tion is unknown to those who use Dr.
tives.
Mr. and Mrs. W. R. Far rie have return- King's New Life Pills; the best and OXFORDS......
$1.19
ed from their visit to Boston.
gentlest regulators of Stomach and BowGeo. Parrott and daughter, Miss Ε vie els. Guaranteed by P. A. Shurtleff A
CHILD'S WHITE CANVAS
Parrott, and Edward Parrott and family Co., druggists. Price 25c.
$1.00
mornthings are

Ladies' White
Canvas Oxfords.

have gone to Peaks Island for the

Quite a large number of the members
of T. A. Roberts Post and Corps attended the annual O. A. R. Encampment at
Portland.

Brownfleld.
The funeral of Mrs. Meaerve, aged
about 00 years, occurred recently at the
house; Rev. Mr. Clough preached the
funeral sermon. She leaves one son,
Mr. D. Meaerve, to mourn his loss.

We Do all Kind· of....

Atwood A Forbes, South Pari·.

F.

IHCBTLSFF

A.

Rev. P. E. Barton is visiting friends
in this village.
The Brownfleld Cadet Band are to
have a celebration on the Fourth of July
at Brownfleld.

School

*

in and try

$5

summer

It

moves

the bowels

intestines just the

gently

without

griping.

amount of stimulant needed to

It

gives

rain

35 cents per

r.

Stores, JS"™»} Maine.

r. a. nromrr * 00.

a. iHtBTurr * co.

WE

SELL

THE

RUBBERS THAT
WE DONT CHARGE ANY

FINEST

MONEY CAN BUY.
MORE FOR THEM1
J. F.

PLUMMER.

at

all

seasons.

Norway.

FIRST PICK.
All the new styles and
best things in

AT THE PHARMACIES OF

8

The gardoes for all

shine.

H. B. Foster,

Bottle,

F. A.SHURTLEFF& CO.

Suits

$10 to $18.

becoming sluggish.

Only

appear-

to $20.

that

weather

Hart Sch»tfacr fjf Mar»

to the

or

ment

Copyright 1906 by

prevent them from

and

New patterns in Rain
The garment for

South Paris.

months.

on

Coats.

Frothingham,

it it the best laxative for hot

de-

garment.

Spring

The Summer Laxative.
Cooling and pleasant to take,

of the

ance

one

stylish

note the

r. ▲. IHVBTLKTP * CO.

CO.

fab
The

spring
colorings.

You can get an idea of
the new styles from the
cut, but better still come

OUR FIG SYRUP

Farmer· are nearly through planting.
Quite a heavy frost Monday night.

'No'." It la expected that the orchestra
will be present and lead the ainging.
Ton are cordially invited to attend any
or all of onr services.
▲ very pretty home wedding occurred
on Tueriay evening, June 12, when Mr.
Wenlock Sanborn, and Mlu Eldora
McLucas were united in marriage at the
home of the groom, Rev. Dr. James J.
G. Tarr of the First Congregational
church officiating. Shortly after eight
o'clock the bridal party entered. The
bride made a pleasing pioture as she
entered leaning on the arm of her father,
Samuel
Mr. Lyman MoLucm. Mr.
Clemens acted as best man, and Miss
Klsle McLucas aa maid of honor.

W. 0.

JOB PRINTING.

in the newest
rice and

styles for spring are
cidedly becoming.

OXFORDS,

sum-

mer.

were

the

we

DRAWERS

Norway Lake.
oloaed yesterday, Thursday.
Friday Miss Gray took the children for
Dickvale.
a nlenio to Pauley's Grove.
B. S. Austin is working for R. S.
Norway Lake Woman's Clnb have
their last meeting for the year June 20th
Tracy carpentering.
The road commissioner is repairing at Mrs. C. F. Boober's. It will be an
spent Sunday home
Josephine
spending
the highway.
afternoon with Whittler.
at L. M. Sanderson's.
son's, C. O. Foster's, of Bethel.
The evangelists Mr. MoPhle aad Mr.
Born, June, to the wife of Alton L.
Mrs. Dr. Shedd of North Conway
Melvtn Allen and family, after spend18
1-8
a
Smith have gone to Stoaeham to hold
pounds.
spent a few days with her brother, ing several weeks at J. 8. Allen's, re- York, daughter,
Mrs. B. S. Tracy is ill with the grippe. meetings.
turned to Stoaeham June 15th.
Sidney S. Hall, not long ago.
Edwin F. Child of Leeds Is la town.
Mrs. Ο. M. Cummings of Norway
Will Xmery le to baud a new Move on | Little Marjori· Allan la doing very
H. H. and Ernest Andrews, also In vlalted her sisters, Mrs. Knight aad Miss
the old lot m soon as he oan proeare nicely after her operatk» tad will be
»
Wtng, Jr., are worktag on the highway. Partridge, this week.
able to sit up very soon.
help.
begun repairs on

offer here are the results of close buying. Our
chain of stores gives us the advantage of heavy purchases with the
corresponding discounts, and when you examine the goods you will
see the benefits coming to you in this sale.

bargains

The

of block pattern insertion and edged
PURE LINEN with border, 17 inch, 10c. BELTS, mercerized, washable, 10c.
with lace to match, $1.98.
>.
PURE LINEN, extra good qualltj, BELTS, washable duck, 10c.
SKIRT of fine muslin, deep flounce
wide, 12 l-2c.
BELTS, embroidered duck, fancy buckwith clusters of small tuck*, three
One of the most interesting feats perPURE LINEN, twilled, heavj, 18 inch,
le, 25c.
for a dance at Pine Grove Hall, Friday formed by summer visitors, waa that acrow· of ebadow embroidery at bottom,
15c.
compllahed last summer by a young lady
evening.
BELTS, embroidered duck, pearl buck▼ery pretty, $2 98.
who aucceeded in awimming to the
PURE
LINEN, unbleached, 18 inch, 8c.
Denmark.
le, 50c.
whistling buoy off Monbegan Island,
14c.
Mr. Leon H. Ingalls is building him a and climbing on top of it. When abe PURE LINEN, unbleached, 19 Inch,
BELTS of white kid, fasten in back,
Mr. Irving Ingalls bad performed tbe very difficult feat her
DRAWERS, good muslin, two styles,
6c.
camp up the pona.
16
inch,
twilled,
CRASH,
COTTON
very stylish, 50c.
and
is also building a camp up the pond for picture waa taken by one of her friends
one baa wide ruffle, fine tucks
who had accompanied her in a boat.
GIRDLES, tucked silk, 50c.
parties in Portland.
the other fine tucks and
hemstitching,
a
obtainod
Railroad
SunMaine
Central
The
Mr. A. W. Belcher spent the day
ruffle edged with lace, choice 25c.
the CORSET COVER, tight fitting, trimday in North Conway with Mr. and Mrs. copy of her photograph. This yearover
STAMPED WAIST PATTERN for shad- DRAWERS of good muslin, fine tucks,
Hill.
Geo. A.
young lady will see her picture all
med with bamburg, 15c.
ow embroidery in pretty design, 98c.,
Mr. Geo. Lord's family are Buffering the country on one of the folders of tbe
ruffled with lace and bamburg, 50c.
varions stjles of
with ecarlet fever, attended by Dr. railroad. Some big enlargementa have CORSET COVERS in
$1.25,1.75.
DRAWERS,
deep umbrella rutHe, clusalao been made ana will be sent oat to
Marston of Brownfield.
deep lace and ribbon trimmed, worth INDIAN
what is used in
Tbe
just
ters of fine tucks, two rows of lace inHEAD,
Mr. John Colby and Wm. Allen were be hiing in prominent plaoea.
25c.
than
more
one-half
price,
elected delegates to the Republican young lady herself very aptly calla the
sertion edged with laco to match, 75c.
making skirts and sailor suits, 12 l-2c.
CORSET COVERS with deep lace, both
convention at South Paris.
pioture *'B (u) oy and Girl."
and 15c.
DRAWERS of extra fine quality, tuck50c.
There was quite a heavy frost in this
( back and front with drawn ribbon,
ed and ruffled with seven inch tine emWHITE GOODS for shirt waists, 10c. to
DEADLY SERPENT BITES
section Monday night, the 11th.
CORSET COVERS in choice design,
35c.
broidery, 98c.
are as common in India as are atomach
75c., 98c., $1.25.
Eut Bethel.
and liver disorders with as. For the
The cold frosty weather makes the latter however there Is a sure remedy:

accompanied by
Firat Congregational church, Rev. Dr.
and daughter,
Mr. and Mrs. Swift
James J. G. Tarr, Pb. D., minister.
Bertha, who returned the same day.
with sermon
John Heald left for Camden Monday Morning worship at 10:45,
by the pastor:—"The Divine Personto visit his sister, Mrs. D. H. Bisbee.
at 12 m. EvenP. H. Brown went to Paris Hill Satur- ality." Sunday School
at 7:30. Subject of pastor'·
day on business. He has bought a horse ing worship
sermon, "Jonah, the Man Who Said
of Charles Buck.
Saturday. They

Arthur Cameron, Philip Vellieux and
Wilson'· Mills.
Lottie and Llla Swain drove to Roxbury
H. W. Fiokett bas been at work on the
Pond Sunday, June 10th, and took dincamp at the Forks of the Diamond that
ner at the Silver Lake Honse.
is being built for the use of the men who
are engaged on the Dartmouth College
No wry.
work.
Mr. Isaac Kllgore, an ag«d gentleman forestry
S. W. Bennett is cook st the Dartof North Newry, has been very 111 the
mouth
College forestry camp.
past week, and at this writing is failing
Ν. K. Bennett went to Colebrook Tuessteadily. His wife has been for many day for medical advloe, and went Thursyears subject to attacks of heart failure,
to the Maine General Hospital for
and the anxiety caused by his condition day
treatment.
is having a bad effect and she Is suffering
E. 8. Bennett waa over from Oquossoo
in consequence.
for a day the past week. Ο. B. Fox of
Mrs. Ralph Kllgore is a little more
Boston accompanied bim.
oomforUble this morning.
Asel Wilson is guiding several memMrs. Martha Littlehale is making an
bers of the Algonquin Club.
extended visit to her daughter in Berlin,
Road Commissioner W. H. Hart has

that the Fourth will produce about the after a long illness. Tbe remains will
usual amount of noise in the aggregate be brought to Soath Waterford for inthis year.
terment in Elm Yale Cemetery. Services will be held Sunday at 2 p. m., at
Nominated for Representative.
the home of his cousin, Henry C. BillAt a caucus held at Newry Thursday ings. He leave· a widow, who was Miss
Willard B. Wight of that town was Emily MeWain of this town, and a son,
nominated as the Republican candidate William, a physician in Massachusetts.
for
representative to the legislature Two brothers survive him, Charles C. of
from the district composed of Newry, North Bridgton and Henry J., now la Ν. H.
At the Republican caucus held at
Bethel,
Upton, Andover, Hanover, the west. Dr. Haaalia had many friends
Grafton, Mason, Qilead, Bvron, Roxbury, in this vicinity by whom he will be Newry Corner June 14th W. B. Wight
Lincoln and Magalloway Plantations and greatly missed as be visited the town was nominated for representative to the
all unorganised places.
next legislature.
nearly every year.
Mr. Guy V. Aldrich and Misses Helen
Mrs. Mary Poster has returned to her
Political Notes.
and
Sanderson
sometime at her
after

|

Margaret,

r«>n «· m η

JUNE WHITE SALE !

Him·.

Lirai Jobs W. Hubbard, · fomer
After a week'· slckneae of pneumonia
1 uleetmaa in Hima, now a member .of
! Janford Lacaa paaaad away at 40 year·
the oapitol poli M la Washington, D. 0.,
)f ago, June 11th. An honeat, conaclenmi bran visiting Mrade In Hiram.
all.
Ghrlatiao
bj
man,
reapected
ious,
W· are glad to lean that Mr. Cephas
λ tad parting from a wife and four

WALL

PAPERS!

Borders and Mouldings to match.
Prices range from the cheapest
to the best. Come now and have
Don't wait until
the first pick.
the best are gone.

,N.

Dayton Bolster & Co.,

g&t ·*!«« ftmocral

!

^SOUTH^PARIS.

C. M.
Everett, M mi.
Μη.

Howard

la

Charles Morte and
family of Minneapolis are guests at A. E. Morse's.

RADCLirn

2;

oxfobd

1.

[evening when tbe special meeting of
It wm a gnat crowd that gathered at South
Paris Village Corporation was
to
afternoon
the
fair
grounds Saturday
Miss Barthlome of Boulon is a guest of
called to order. The number was someRadbetween
the
witness
third
game
Miss Mary H. Taylor at Mn. L. C.
what increased by later arrivals.
ftocTU pabis post umc*.
cliffe and Oxford, and none oonld with
Morton's.
Walter L. Gray was ohosen moderator.
OAMHoun: 7A>a. M. to7 JO P.*.
to see a better or more interesting game.
Under the article relative to locating a
Mr. and Mrs. Albert M. Dean are on a It is hardly necessary to say that the
*AILWAT.
TBI'S*
.pMAMP
new hydrant near the plant of tbe Mason
drive to Dixfield, Carthage and Radcliffe supporters were greatly pleascarriage
Commencing June 17.19»1·.
Manufacturing Co., a statement relative
other places.
ed to have their team win and they made to
tbe expense was made by Chairman
THAI!·· L*ATK SOUTH Γ AMI·
The house of Ε. M. Millett (the J. H. the fact known after the game.
C. L. Buck of the village assessors.
adRadcliffe was strengthened by the
I Winslow place) on High Street U having
as
The
planned on Pine Street
dition of four new players, Johnson, near hydrant
tbe railroad is 260 feet from the
Ι a story added to its height.
Burke
only.
and
Wilder and Burnell of Bates,
Sunday
main on Pleasant Street, or within the
Sanford Brown and W. N. Spring of Portland, Johnson, the star Bates
distance for which tbe Norway Water
; w« a!
a couple of days fishing on Wild
time
first
for
the
here
spent
pitcher, pitching
Co. will lay a four-inch pipe without
* Sunday only.
Kiver last week, and got their baskets and doing âne work. He struck out six
cnmcn·.
expense to supply anew hydrant In
I full.
men, ana allowed only five hits, two of this case the Mason Manufacturing Co.
iir«i Coneeeedo»·1 Church, Kev. A. K. BaW·
no two in the
Mrs. Dr. Clark wishes to sell a small which were scratches and
wishes to have an eight-inch pipe laid
one base
I quantity of household goods this week, same inning, while he gave only
for the benefit of its sprinkler service.
all that he The difference between
also one driving wagon and sleigh. See on balls. His support was
the cost of a
could ask for, only two errors being four-inch
I advertising columns.
and an eight-inch is
pipe
was
"
these
of
but
one
made behind him,
CHironl. Paetor.
over one hundred dollars,
Miss Grace Murphy was visited over costly and gave Oxford its only run. something
but tbe water company bad agreed to
Helen
a
Miss
have
friend,
he
would
McManus,
this
been
for
it
not
by
Had
Sunday
and a six-inch
League Meeting 6 15 p. Mf
put in the eight-inch pipe
accompanied by her nephew, James scored a shut out.
«
me^tluK 7 00 P.
hydrant connection if the corporation
^P™J«r
Mass.
of
I
M
Dorchester,
his
usual
alone,
Adams
in
claw
rrfday
form,
meeting.
good
pitched
evening;
would pay $100.
five hits were made
A special meeting of Mizpah Assembly, aud although only
There was quite a lot of informal disa glance at the record of
off
hie
delivery,
I P. S.. will be held Thursday evening,
cussion following this statement. The
was
that
he
will
show
the
two
out-fields
of
June 21, at 7:30, for the election
voters present were unanimously in
M·;
hit much more frequently than was favor of
All an. I officers and other business that
may
Seats free.
locating the hydrant, but they
at 7 *>.
Johnson.
I come before the assembly.
were puzzled to know why the corporaPaetor
Oxford played the same team as last tion should
"rnW«Hallrt Church, lier J. H. Little.
pay a hundred dollars for
h.
service every Sunday at 10.45 a. k.
Chandler Swift, George P. Tucker, Saturday with the exception that Rounds
the increased size of pipe to enable the
Evening service. 7 I
-12 «
and
T.
Buck
Charles
W.
in
De·
field
Cole,
left
of
this
(ieorge
place played
Water Co. to furnish an additionp. *
Franklin Maxim, from Wm. K. Kimball Lano's place. His work was clean and Norway
al large water consumer with the water
r»TATKl) *ΚΚΤ1»Οβ.
Post, G. A. K., were in attendance at the fast.
desired. In fact, there was some sentiReeular state
k,
A
II —Parla Lodge, No. 94.
encampment at Portland last week.
Although the work of the new men ment in favor of leaving the water comTufn-lav evening on or before full moon.
Johnof
outside
was
for
Radcliffe
good,
Lod». regular meetKev. T. S. Bruce of Warrenton, North
ToM Γ
pany to put it in at their own expense
bo much towards
Thursday evening of each week.—Aurora I Carolina, will speak at the
Baptist son uone contributed did Leonard and or not at all, but as it was feared that
thlM Mon·lay evening.
Radcliffo's
victory^as
I church Sunday evening at 7 o'clock. Mr.
this might embarrass the Mason Manuin fine
"V."1"·' « "Mount Pleaean Kcbekah l.odjje, No. Bruce is the principal of the Shiloh Nor- Cole. Leonard caught and threw
facturing Co., or delay their getting tbe
Krlday. of each I mal and Industrial Institute and those form, and opened the game for Radcliffe water which
they so much need, it was
with a clean two-base-hit. Cole at
1
No. 14». meet* I who heard him when he was here last
finally voted to put in the hydrant at
K
of
ten
nine
out
chances,
second
accepted
eacb
of
the best terms which the assessors could
I year will want to bear him again.
\ and thirl Saturday evening»
his only error being a bad throw when make with tbe
water company.
first
meet»,
the
Giles
entertained
Kellef
Miss
Charlotte
also
Corp.
Kimball
Κ
got
trying for a double play. He
A report from the committee on reevening» of each month. In I members of the high school class of 1904 the hit that earned Radcliffe its first run.
v
newal of hydrant rental, or more corI at her home Saturday evening, in honor
Both teams did all their scoring in the
«range, from May 1 to Oet Κ
rectly a statement, was made to the
an.| thirl Sat un lay ; during the I of Harold C. Anderson and Miss Florence drat inning, neither being able to get a
effect that they had not yet been able to
In
"maln.lir of the year, meet» every Saturday, Tufts, both members of the class, who man past second base after that. The obtain
positive figures from the water
married the next day. Eight score:
-Second and fourth Monday· of I were to be
company, and the meeting adjourned.
I of the fourteen members of the class
radcliffe.
Bruok Lodge. No. 181. I were
*V
present. The prospective bridal
Oxford Graduates of U. of M.
A.B. Κ. B.H. P.O. A. ■·
and fourth Wedae^lay evening.
to
I couple were preeeuted with a silver berry Leonard, ο
0
fi
2
1
4
1
Oxford County was pretty well repre0
2
3
1
meew
0
3
every
31.
I set.
Wilder, β.β
1 sented in the list of graduates from the
4
4
115
UaU.
Cote, 2-b
», ay evening at Pythian
1
0
0
1
10
4
I More sidewalk law enforcement last liurocll. l b
University of Maioe last week. The
0
114
0
3
relatives I Friday. Myron Kichardeon of Denmark, Johnson, ρ
Oxford County graduates are as follows:
0
0
lUy A. Chapman is visiting
2
1
0
»
3 b
Lowell.
who was riding a bicycle on the side- McShane. r.f.
From the Cqllege of Agriculture, with
0
0
0
1
0
3
in town.
ο
0 the
ο
0
0
3
degree of B. S.:
her walk, requested a gentleman ahead of Rurke, c.f
0
0
0
0
0
3
Mrs. H. A. Hilton is visiting
Lf
Mu'vey,
him to give him a chance to go by. UnAlton Wlllard Richardson, Bethel.
mother in Garland.
Arthur Stanford, Lovell Centre.
Edward
to
Policeman
be
2
14
5
27
fortunately it happened
30
2
Totale,
From the College of Arts and Sciences:
Mr and Mrs. Fred Tirrell of Fairtield Bennett who was in his way, and the
OXFORD.
Henry Walter Bearce, B. 8., Hebron.
sequel was a tine of f 1.00 and costs in
visited friends in town last week.
A.II. Κ II.II. PO. Α. Ε
Everett I>ana Brown, Β. Α., South Paris.
the N'orway court, the whole amounting Rreene, 3 b
0
1
2
0
1
4
of
Hartford,
and
family
Dayton J amen Edwards, B. S.f Oxford.
II. M. Gerry
3
3
4
0
1
4
Moody. 2 b
Albert Ames Whltmore, B. S., Fryeburg.
l'aris. to Î8.73.
0
0
1
3
0
3
Ct are visiting relatives at South
Uearce, c
0
1
3
2
0
4
<>n account of the rain of Sunday, the idaras. ρ
From the College of Technology, with
to
0
0
0
0
5
4
Miss Olive C. Swett has returned
memorial service was post- Pike, l b
the degree of B. S. :
1
in Newton. Odd Fellows'
1
0
0
3
school
3
β.β
Poa·,
training
the hospital
Arthur Guy Bennett, Parle.
0
0
0
poned until next Sunday. The graves in Lankan, r.f
1
3
0
Mass.
0
(with
Gotthard WUhelm Carlson, Bethel
0
3
1
0
3
Pine Grove cemetery were decorated be- Rounds, l.f
0
0
3
0
honors.)
0
2
c.f.
the
Bowie,
fore the rain began, but the decorating
Mrs. E. A. Jackson has gone to
Howard Lincoln Churchill. Buckfleld.
Lew- in Riverside will be done after the meClinton Eatrtleld Forbes, Buckfleld.
3
8
5
24
90
1
( entrai Maine General Uospital at
Totale,
Roy Hiram Porter, South Paris.
morial service next Sunday. The adiston for surgical treatment.
Score by Innings.
Frank Radford Reed, Jr., Rumford Falls.
dress will be given by Kev. Mr. Baldwin.
9—Total
of
Mahlen,
6
8
5
7
2
3
4
1
K.
Elder, Esq.,
Charles
From tbe College of Law, with the
and Rebekabs will meet at
Fellows
Odd
2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 *—2
Kadcllffc
was in town a few days last week.
ν ι,*
of LL. B. :
degree
the hall at 1: 50. If it is rainy the entire Jxford
1 00000000—1
Hi- sou, Flint Elder, is here for a longer service will be in the hall.
Gerry Lynn Brooks, Upton.
Farued rune, Radcliffe 1. Two base-hit, LeonLewis Edwin Fox, Lovell.
time.
Stolen
Sacrifice hits. Wilder, Bearce.
A few of the pupils of Mrs. Cora S. ird.
A certificate in the school course in
First baae on balls, off
lianes, Cole, Moody.
Mrs E. C. Park and daughter Muriel
11
and 15, lohnton 1. Struck out,
Krigg·, between the ages of
s
by Johnson 6; by Adams agriculture was issued to Stephen Ed„f Bethel were guests of Mrs. Park
Double
at
4.
afternoon
Oxford
2:30, t. Loft on bases, Radcliffe 4;
ward Abbott, Bethel.
last gave a recital Thursday
base on
parents, Mr. and Mrs. S. P. Stearns,
before quite a large audience of parents play. Adams to Moody to Pike. First Wheeler.
errors, Radcliffe 3; Oxford 1. Umpire,
week.
Unlversallst Association.
and friends. The followiug programme Scorer,
Thayer.
William P. Morton attended the "ai- was played:
The Oxford Association of Universalu

CHUECHKS.
Second

..

j

^4 OnSuwIv/ÎwkM^I^^^1*1

Tue..uy'even^

SÏÏS 5*Ζ*

-siiunt ΜίΛ

K^mî^nttretan.l

Kto^UPoHt.

"wï

l-blr^atunlay

^.k0nir-p"rti

Ui\C«f "c

?l'"?>.-Stony

Void
of^.tfP.-Hamllnl.o.lge.No.

_

anuua! meeting of the New England Bill- Kalr Rosamowle, Krogmann, i --Berenice
posters' Association in Portland last gueeu of Heart*. Krogmann. j
week.

...

Sa-<h

1 ho Lark's Song, Tchalkoweky, {
)
Morning Serenade, Behr,

Geneva Young.
Dr. and Mrs. Stewart were in Portland
March, Uanwhal·,
j —RUwl Bennett.
a few days last week. Dr. Stewart goiug
*
Lily of the Valley, Llchner,
ί
of the Maine Cheerfulness, Bolus,
to attend the meeting
Azola Pike.
The Shepherd Boy, Wilson,}
Medical Association.
)
Edelweiss, Lange,
La
his
Kllcuse.
Horvath,
and
Mr C A. Jordan of Boston
Ch:t|>el In the Valley, Wilson, (
Miss Addie Woodbury of MedMarguerite
f rd. Mass., are spending a few weeks < >n wtUi the Polonaise Tourble, t
\
Confc'slon, Thome,
Simple
in
town.
relatives
with
Geneva Barker

Littlefleld Delegates Chosen.

THAT WAS TUE RESULT IN
A

....

niece".

i
Pensee. Godard,
Tracy Pierce has gone to the Waumbek Kltln
Dance, Heine. i
Hotel it Jetïerson, N. U., where hie Maypole Dance, Oehlnier,
will

p
Pcarl

Cook·

u..h·—„
Hrthaway.
\
Berceuse, Englemann,
After the programme the young ladies
served their guests with refreshments,
Kev. and Mrs. A. W. Pottle of Buckaud received many compli ments for their
lield were in town Thursday and called
Mr. Pottle was a former good playing.
on friends.

brother Louie now is, and where he
also be employed during the summer.

pastor of the Methodist church here,

ami was very much liked.
Kev A. K. Baldwin, Mrs. A. B. WilWright, and Mr. and
son Mrs. James S.
Mrs Alton C. Wheeler attended the session of the Oxford Conference of Conurecatioual Churches at Shelburue, N.
II.. last Tuesday and Wednesday.

High School Graduation This Week.

....

ists will hold its semi-annual session at

Norway Wednesday and Thursday, June
Programme:

20th and 21st, 190C.
PARIS, AFTER

WEDNESDAY.

LIVELY CAMPAIGN.

Call to order.
Prayer, .....................Rev. J. H. Little-

11:00 A.M.

Rev. S. G. Davis.

Address of Welcome

The unexpected—at least to a part of
Pres. J. H. Barrows.
Response,
the voters—happened at the Paris Re- 11:30 Business
Social Meeting.
afternoon,
caucus
Saturday
publican
12:00 M. Dinner.
when the Littlefield delegates to the 1:30 p. M. Praise Service.
were 2:00. Sermon, "The Lesson of an Old StoT,"
convention
district
congressional
Kev. Hannah ·!. Powell.
chosen by a vote of 14S to 113 for the

Swasey delegates.

3:00.
3 SO.

It bad been evident

to be
For some days that no stone
left unturned by the Littlefield forces to
one from
carry the town. Two men,
another county, and the other a stranger
from outside the state, who omitted to
register at the hotel, and who professed
a variety of antecedents, came to town
early in the week, and in company with
local Littlefield leaders put in their time
was

Rev. D. A. Ball.

Address

Address, The Business of Religion,
Rev. I. E. Barton.

Discussion of addresses.
7Λ0. Praise Service.
7 JO. Sermon

Communion Service.

..

Rev. W.

II. Gould.

THURSDAY.

9 Λ0 a. M
Conference Meeting.
10 Λ0. Parish Reports.
Rev. E. W. Webber.
11.Ό0. Sermon,
12:00 M. Dinner.
1:80 p. M. Praise Service.
2 K)0. Sermon, "The Place of God In the Life
Rev. W. J. Taylor.
of To-day,"
Closing business and adjournment.
from all stations
round
fare
for
the
trip
Single
Berlin to Portland Inclusive, to Norway lias
been secured.
....

busily.

β.

The Maine Central Railroad bas put
dining car between Portland and

ο»*

on a

Harbor—the first dining car ever
regularly on that road.
Benjamin Giles, aged 20, and Herbert
Staples, of the same age, were drowned
in-Green Lake, near Ellsworth, Sunday
by the upsetting of their canoe during a
Bar

run

Kpworth League, Sunday
Friday evening.
evening, 6.40 P.M.
Rev. E. 8. Cotton, Pastor
Church.
Baptist
Preaching service, 10:30 A. M.; Sabb ith School, thunder shower.
12:00 M.; Prayer Meeting, Sunday evening 7 P.
M., Wednesday evening,?40.
Tuesday afternoon at Bucksport Mrs.
Melvin Hutchings went to Hail's wharf
BTATXD MXETIHQS.
on the water front to fish for flounders,
F.tA.M. Regular meeting of Oxford Lodge,
taking her seven months old baby in a
No. 18, In Masonic Hall, Friday Evening on or
Mrs. Hutchings was intently
before full moon. Oxford Royal Arch Chapter, go-cart.
No. 99, assembles Wednesday Evening, on or Ashing when a sudden gust of wind
before full moon. Oxford Council, R. « 8. M., rolled the go-cart off the wharf into the
Friday evening, after full moon. Oxford Lodge,
there
No. 1, Ark Mariners, Wednesday evening after river, and the baby was drowned,
no help at hand.
full moon.
being
I. O. O. F.—Norway Lodge.-Regular meeting
The Department of Maine, Orand
In Odd Fellows' Half, every Tuesday Evening.
Odd
Wlldey Encampment, No. 81, meets In Evenof the Republic, held its annual
Army
Fellows' Hail, second and fourth Friday
in Portland Wednesday and
Inge of each month· Mt. Hopo Bebekoh Lodge, encampment
Frederick S. Walls of VinalNo. 88, meets on flrat and third Friday of each Thursday.
month.
baven was chosen department comK. of P.—Regular meeting In Hathaway Block
mander after a four-cornered fight. He
every Thursday Evening. U. R., A. O. Noyes
Division, No. 12, meets third Friday of each having the largest vote on the first balthe
month. Lake Assembly, No. 83, P. 8., second lot, though not enough to elect,
and fourth Friday evenings of each month.
other three candidates withdrew and he
P. of H.—Norway Orange meets second and
Hall.
was then unanimously ohosen.
fourth Saturdays of each month at Grange
G. A. R.—Harry Rust Post, No. 64, meets In
A picnic of the graduating class of
New G. A. R. Hall on the first Tuesday Evening
of each month.
Brewer High Sohool had a sad ending
MonW. R. C.—Meets In New G. A.R. Hall,
Tuesday. The class were spending the
day evening.
Ν. E. O. P.—Lakeside Lodge, No. 177, meets in day at Hymes Pond, about ten miles
New G. A.R. Hall,on the first and third Wed- out, and four of the boys were out in*a
nesday evenings of each month.
sail boat, when it was overturned by a
O. U. A. M.—Norway and 8outh Paris Council,
No. 10, meets at G. A. R. Hall every Tuesday gust of wind, and the boys went down,
evening.
all in the boat drowning before help
U. ΟΓΡ. F.—Elm Tree Colony, No. 199, meets
could reach them and in sight of the
second and fourth Wednesday evenings of each
others of the party on shore. The boys
month.
247.
No.
U. O. G. C.—Norway Commandery,
were, Norman Herrick, 17, son of 8. S.
meets second and fourth Thursday evenings of
derrick of South
Brewer, Winfleld
each month
K. G. E.—Oxford Castle, No. 2, meets In Ryer- Brown, 17, son of Edwin Brown, Lamont
son hall, every Thursday evening, September to
Mrs.
F. A. Burrill,
Parker, 18, son of
May, first and third Thursday evenings, May to and Lawrence Aiken, 19, son of George
September.
Aiken of North Brewer.
Crews are at work on the tannery
When Governor Cobb and party were
brook and upper mill bridges.
in Fort Kent recently to attend the
On Wednesday, E. F. Wood and his
Madawaska
the graduation exercises of the
eon, Frank Wood, while rebuilding
school they were treated to a
abutment of the upper mill bridge met Training
visitors.
casual
seldom seen by
with a serious accident by the caving in eight
the morning the attention of the
of the bank. Both men were caught by During
was attracted to a large bull moose
the falling bank. Mr. E. F. Wood, who party
which had wandered into town and was
is over 80 years of age, was badty injured
around in the vicinity of the
about the head and back. The little browsing
''dry bridge" near G. H. Page's store.
finger on the left band was broken and After wandering around and displaying
the hand badly lacerated. Frank Wood's
himself to a large crowd he was chased
right leg was broken between the knee toward the mountains by some school
and ankle and he was otherwise injured
children. Since his first appearance he
about thehipe.
has been seen several times near the
Western
and
the
of
Mr. Rand,
Norway
starch factory evidently intending to
week
this
town
in
was
looking
Railroad,
Such is the
summer in that locality.
It is understood that
over the road.
The
as it comes from Fort Kent.
work will be commenced on the way in story
only funny thing about it is that it says
earnest at once.
the sight is one >;seldom seen by casual
Mrs. Lilla M. Lunt was in town the
visitors." A good advertiser would
first of the week for a day. She reports
treat it as a common occurrence.
that she bas a very pleasant situation at
In speaking of old times in Wiscasset
Lewiston and will not engage in trade
"When Lydia
a correspondent says:
again at onoe.
Landlord Woodman is making great Leighton lay dead in her coffin all Wisimprovements about his hotel property casset people who saw, marveled at the
by putting in a cement sidewalk in front rose pink coloring of cheeks and lips.
of the hotel and the Blue Store of F. H. Only the old nurse who had loved and
Noyes Co. A. W. Walker A Son are tended the sick woman knew the secret
of these vivid tints. When Lydia bad
doing the work.
Mr. and Mrs. S. W. Sdow, after a sailed on her wedding day with her husresidence of over twenty-three years in band, the young sea captain, she was
Norway, will make their home in Au- filled with ardent longiDg to see all
burn. A party of friends assembled at there was of life, taste its experiences to
their home Tuesday evening, and enjoy- the full. Thus it was that when they
ed an hour of great pleasure. Refresh- tarried in some far off foreign port, the
ments of ice cream, cake and cocoa were girl wife had placed herself in the hands
served. Juet before the party dispersed of a native doctor, who had tattooed the
they all joined in singing "Should Old delicate skin with some magical preparation like the bloom of the wild rose.
Acquaintance be Forgot."
The death of Francis F. Stevens, who Afterward, through all the years of her
and
of
corner
resided at the
Alpine
brief life, that bright complexion never
Tucker Streets, did not come as a sur- changed. So it was that Lydia in her
prise to his family and friends as he had last hours was bereft of the dignified
been sick for some time. He was born pallor of death and was doomed to stare
Services with rose leaf bloom into the mysteries
in Norway on Feb. 2, 1830.
were held at his late home by the officers of that world beyond the grave."
of Norway Lodge, No. 1β, I. O. O. F., of
Answers to Correspondents.
which body he was a member, and attended by Rev. C. A. Brooke. Interment at Woodstock. He leaves a widow,
Julia June.—There is always a bridefour sons, Fred II., Frank H., Charles E.
groom at every wedding. In writing
one
also
F.
Stevens;
and Winfleld
the story of the wedding, it is advisable
daughter, Addie F. Stevens. He was a though not absolutely necessary to give
circle
a
and
citizen
large
enjoyed
good
his name, but any further mention of
of friends.
him is not good form.
The Norway people who are interested
Otto lest.—From your description of
in such and they are many, speak highly
that tho
of the new sixteen foot power boat, "The yoar route we should judge
which you saw about
Madge," which W. L. Gray of South gleams of light dark
night, and which
Paris is soon to put upon the lake to be ten o'clock that
were
used in connection with his new cottage, you took for distant charcoal pits,
burned by some of the
"Gray Birches." We wish him much the night lamps
inhabitants. That portion of your road
pleasure.
but
The C. N. Tubbs house on Cottage does not lie through a swamp,
bas a curfew
Street, occupied by Mrs. G. W. Chaney, through a village, whjch
modern
bell and all the other
improveis being painted.
VI1U
fnv «αορα nnn nf Μί»ΓWftv'ft
ments Axcent street liflrhts.

f^Tuellay

riw

8.

_

irf'Vortl
r«5ne P?*y·'
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tf-

Pastor. Preaching service on Sunday at 10 50
A. M. Sabbath 8chool. 19.00; Y. P.C. U. meeting, 7:00 P.M.
Methodist Church, Rev. C- ▲. Brooks. Pastor.
Preaching servlce.10 Λ0 A. M.; Sabbath School,
12:00 M.; Social Evealng Meeting, 7.Ό0 P. M.,
prayer meeting, Tuesday evening; class meeting

j

2

Rev.

Vlnalhaven 1* debating whether to accept the gift of a Carnegie library.
The new Androacoggin County directory has 1400 more name· than the one
laat iaiued.

Riileoat, Pastor. I'reachlng service Sunday,
M.; Y. P. B.
11030 A. M.; Sabbath 8chool,19:00
C. E., Sundav Evening, 830 P. M.; Social Meeting, 7 Λ0 P. M ; regular weekly Pra> er Meeting,

5£W°fflΛΪ3&

Mrttotîrt'Chwhf^vl

Congregational church,

VERY BEST REMEDY FOB
BOWEL TBODBLE.
Mr. M. F. Burroughs, id old and well
known resident of Bluffton, lad., says:
"I regard Chamberlain'· Colic, Cholera
and Diarrhoea Remedy aa the very beat
remedy for bowel tronble. I make thia
■tatement after having need the remedy
in my family for several yeara. 1 am
This remedy is alnever without it."
most sure to be needed before the sum*
mer is over.
Why not bny it now and
be prepared for such an emergency?
For sale by F. A. Shurtleff & Co., South
Paris; Jones Drug Store, Oxford; Noyes
Drug Store, Norway.
THE

Mal·· («tow· Not·*.

NOBWAY.

Another Hydrant Located.
Just about a quorum of voter* were
present in Engine House Hall Tuesday

visiting la

The

=1

WE'RE EXPECTING YOU IN
FOR A LOOK!
Yes Sir,

our

η

1

J

Outing Suits and Outing Trousers

system to a healthy condition within a day or two. For sale
by Shurtleff & Co., South Paris; Jones
Drugstore, Oxford; Noyes Drug Store,
Norway.
restores the

of
awaiting your call. An early purchase givts you advantage
them.
large selection, also a much longer time to enjoy wearing
$5, 7.50, 8, 10, 12.
SUITS,
$2, 2.50, 3, 4, 4.50.
TROUSERS,

are

To Mother· in Thia Town.
Children who are delicate, feverish and crocs
will get Immediate relief from Mother Gray'·
Sweet Powders for Children. They cleanse the
stomach, act on the liver, making a Mckly child

need
Belts, Shirts, Collars, Hosiery, Straw Hats, that you

strong and healthy. A certain cure for worms.
Sample Free. AdSold uy all dragsrutt, 25c.
dress, Allen 8. Olmsted, Le Boy, Ν. Y.

plete your

Allan's Foot· Ease,
for swollen, tired, hot, smarting feet.
Also Free Sample of the
FREE.
cent
Samples
Foot-Eask Sanitary Cokn Pad, a new Inven.
tlon. Address, Allen 8. Olmsted, Le Boy, Ν. Y.
Ask for

powder

(

SUMMER

=

Those colored
PARIS have

BROOKS—The
Next to Poet

So We'll

Pharmacist.

Office, South Parie.

Just
A

Separate

A Straw Hat.
A Crash Hat.

A. Bathing Suit.
A

again and with it the
June
"sweet girl graduate." And by the
how many of
way, have you noticcd
is here

help

Lots of comfort in These Things.
Give us a call and try them.

F. PLUMMER,

J.

31 Market

perhaps

supply
JUST

NOTICE.

bel

all

Eastern Steamship Company.
Portland Division.

light

forj
j

Frothingham's

■

approaching

Square, SOUTH PARIS, ME.
Telephone 106-3.

"Sorosis Shoes"
différence what yon pay for your shoes if you get
a
Value Received, and that is what you get every time you buy
Boots or Shoes. Only the best of stock is used
"Sorosis"
of
pair
workmen. They
in their construction. They are made by skilled
and
they are worth it.
are right in every way.
They cost $3 50
sole
the
are
and
agents in this
We carry a large stock of them
It make·

no

vicinity.

The Ε. N. Swett Shoe Co.
Successors to

Smiley

Shoe Store,

NORWAY, MAINE

OPERA HOUSE BLOCK,

Tolephone 112-8.

=

JOBS

=

360 Pieces Lace at 10c.
1000 Yards Lace at 5c.
These were placed on our
counters Friday Morning,
May 4th. Come in and see

them.

a b. & zTsTpbince,
NORWAY, MAINE.

Millinery and Fancy Goods.
ALL ARE INVITED TO CALL AND SEE
OUR LINE OF

For Sale.

babj

Furnisher,

Every

SOUTH PARIS
FRUIT COMPANY.

HOUSEHOLD GOODS.

Shirt.

A Pair of Open Work Hose.

nowadays?

Sf

wdLlvf

Negligee

A Pair of Russet Oxfouls.

cottage!

J

Trousers.

A Leather licit.

intoxica-1

Sby

Serge Suit.

A Two Piece Suit.

re-l
j

run^
empire,

Merely Hint.

Λ Flannel Shirt.

I

^ethers

I

IT'S HOT

SPECIAL

"SilnntT

DUSTER?

Two for sc.

Oculist.

^ton "J

-

arrived.

pro-l

*D(] D[®y*

CARRIAGE

Θ1 Main St., Norway, Maine.

Wbit-|

splendid

Light

a

JAMES N. FAVOR, phraSU%\hoerI,ucker

views of

Wed-1

a|

Norway.

)

cents?
Why not buy a plain gray cloth duster for 75
most
the
but
colors
popular
have a large assortment in many
sellers are plain gray in all grades from 75 cents to $1.75·

Tenney,

ï

Stores,

2

Do You Need

prop-1

Boucher!

com-

F. H. NOYES CO.,

I
I

fol-1

to

a

outfit.

South Paris,

I

presented£

your

$5 to $18.

RICHARDS,

j

give

to

the

Blues, Bl'cks, Grays and
Fancy Mixtures.

ad-1

|

to

Fresh Summer Styles.
Single Breasted Suits
Double Breasted Suits

I

|

time

certainly

attention

HOW TO BREAK UP A COLD.
It may be a surprise to many to learn
that a severe cold can be completely
broken up in one or two daya' time.
The first symptoms of a cold are a dry,
loud cough, a profuse watery discharge
from the nose, and a thin, white coating
When Chamberlain's
on the tongue.
cough remedy is taken every hour on
the first appearance of these symptoms,
it counteracts the effect of the cold and

province

I

stores.

It's

The Swasey supporters were
also at work, and Mr. Swasey was here
them are wearing glasses
from Friday noon till Saturday morning.
BALDWIN SUNI»AY KVKNINO.
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both
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The baccalaureate sermon before the sides.
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There was a good crowd in the ball
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their school work without the
Rev. when
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fore the graduating class by Rev.
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Hiram R. Hubbard, Arthur E. Forbes,·
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;hey bare the "right" to demand that it student life.
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Mr. Baldwin spoke from the text in
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Γ. F. Hathaway,
parable
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Arrangements are being made for the In Parie, June 15, to the wife of Henry D. 1 fitted at any one of my offices free if not satisevery graduating class, to every body
SeUten Connor, Augusta.
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also In money 915.OS
In Sonth Paris, June 17, by Bev. J. H. Little,
is in war.
clergyman for his words of comfort, tion paid
FRUIT, CONFECTIONERY, TOremain here only a short time, as she is
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port to make her home with her mother. the home of Mr. and Mrs. L. M. Tufts months
will observe St. John's Day by invitation Mr. 8umner K. Pressey and Misa Mary M. Cobb,
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Two boys, brothers, in one of the Florence, was united in marriage to Mr. members in the state,
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Just at two o'clock the contracting Massachusetts
East etoneham, June β. by Rev. 0. P. Fulstate organisa- Chamberlain1· Colic, Cholera
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business methods, however much their
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beneath the bridal wreath, before
places
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of Norway and Miss
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is desirous
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lodge
In West Paris, June 2, by Ο. K. Yates, R»q., FREE DELIVERY.
that they must make out a bill for their cousin of the bridegroom, and Mr. John has quite a membership and
experience for publication.
The reeent en- nle however, are none the less menas bring with them. Dr. Farris is anxious Mr. Johannes Plkkaralnan and Mlas Sara Mlkservice·, to be presented to the author- T. I.indley of South Paris, served as of increasing same.
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personal recommendations to
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to what it means:
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want you and every

locality to center
his Summer Clothing thoughts on

Association was formed at Lewiston on
the 9th by représentatives of sevenIf
companies in the state. W. H. Parka of
Portland was elected president and H.
L. Davis of Portland secretary. The
first annual meeting will be held at
Lewiston next August.

A

we

other man in this

Independent Telephone

Maine

S

BLUE 8TORE8.

Millinery, Gloves, Stocks, Collars,
Corsets and Fancy Articles,
ί

;

MRS. E. A.

SOUTH PARIS,

HOWE,

MAINE.

,1

■

HOMEMAKBBS COLUMN.

Children

tottoe Util
OonwpoBdenoe oa topic· of Interest
UeoficMed. Addrae·: Idltor Homduih··
Main*.
Pari·.
Democrat.
Oxford
Ooujw,

impurities

ISO.—Barlvd Place·.

1. June, July-and August are summer months.
2. But I came when you called.
3. She sings lu great style.
4. How slow Ellen's movements are.
5. Let Royal go with us to the store.
N·.

lSWIIwlraKd Numerical Bale-

delicate, emaciated children pore blood, hearty appetite, healthy
sleep and healthful activity. It puts color in their cheeks and
brightness and happiness in their eyes—making them well again.

DR. TRUE S ELIXIR

people for children. For indigestion, irritagood
bility, constipation,malaria, peevishness and liver troubles it is unThree generations have known of the wonderful merits
L>r. True's Elixir. Kept in the home it keeps out sickness.
is

for grown

as

as

Sualed.

POBTLA». Ml.
Da. J. F. T»i « a Co. I ta»*e known your Kimr for mora then tu yean, and h**·
u«r<l lira my family with rvducoM I aui taking it uuw for indigestion. Am rating
FKKUMAX GORDON.
much mort- tliau formerly find am gaining rlrth.
CKtidrmand Thru- Dueaut."
Sold by all dealer*.ttc.iDc fl.oo. Wnte fur

TRUE Λ, CO., Auburn, Me.

DR. J.

ON

—

—

Edgings,

Stove Wood and
Coal at

patterns arcl clean

to close out o;!i|

A. W. Walker & Son's,

up stock.

HANDLER,

Builders' Finish !

Corner Main and Danfortl· Sts..

season.

There should be a shelf for pickles and
sauces, where the duly labeled jars can
stand and be found in their right places

Id this numerical enigma, adapted
from St. Nicholas, the words are pictured Instead of described. When tbe
eleven objects have been rightly guessed &ml tbe letters set down In proper
order they will spell a quotation from

alwaye.

MAINE. Also Window & Door Frames.

NORWAY,

No appetite, loss oi strength, nervot»
dus. headache, constipation. tad breath,
general debility, sour risings, and catarrh
of the stomach are all due to Indigestion. ;
Kodol cures indigestion. This new discovery represents the natural juices of dige»- >
tion as they ulst in a healthy stomach.
combined with the greatest known tonic
and reconstructive properties. Kodol Dyspepsia Cure does not only cure indigestion
and dyspepsia, but this famous remedy
cure* all stomach troubles by cleansing,
purifying, sweetening and strengthening
the mucous membranes lining the stomach.
Mr. S. S. Ball, at Ravenswood. W. V».. say».—
**
stcmach for twenty year·.
are now usine It la milk

sour
we

Kodol Digests What You Eat
■otUeeoaly. $1.00 Size holding 2H times the trial

man

"was

in the mackintosh was

given by

a

retiring show-

"The only square meal you

perhaps," suggested

ever

the man with

Polhs

»

Even Bread Distressed

The Monkey
Who Was Not Observing
M limbo and

Groveville, Me., March 20,1904.

Jumbo were two gay

monkeys wbo had a reputation in tbe
jungle of btinji "sports" wbo loved racing and climbing and tuil «winging and
cocoa nut throwing contests and all tbat
Once they bad been
sort of thing.
present at u horse race, which eo excited M umbo that on reaching home
he challenged Jumbo to beat him in
just such a csntcst. Each was to get
of his four footed friends to act as
horse without telling the other which

one

he chose.
Mumbo, wbo counted himself u

by F A. Shunleff Λ to.

Tlie Measure
ALL

OK

Very truly

A

yours,

MRS. LENA C. HILL
normal, healthy digestion is price-

less. But the True "L. F." Atwood's
Bitters has cured hundreds and costs
very ?nly 35 cents a bottle at all good stores.

got Mr. Giraffe to be bis steed.
Mr. Lion was chosen becuuse of bis
kinglike beariug to act as tbe judge

Both mounted their racers and trotted up to tbe line.
"Ha, ha! I shall win!" cried Mumbo.
looking at Jumbo's horae. "Wbo can

had,

J1

the

white spot in his moustache.
"How did you happen to get an invltation?" asked the man with the baggykneed trousers. "In order to make the
number of guests fourteen?"
"He had invited a lot of us to partake
of a little supper," said the first speaker,
paying no attention to the interruptions.
"He said there would be the usual large
cold bottle and small hot bird. When
we sat down at the table and the beverages were brought on—"
"What were the beverages?" demanded the others with one voice.
"A small cold bottle of beer at each
plate. And when the cover was lifted
from the dish in the centre of the table
we found the bird to be—"
"Well, what was the bird?"
"A large, hot, juicy young ostrich,
with enongh meat on it for a regiment.

*

IU»«.IJI.

-I

this effect

property do

so

persons entering
their own ri»k.

at

Paris, Maine,

May 18, 1906.

Farm for Sale.

Rare Chance for a Qreat Bargain.

The subscriber offers for sale his
in South Hartford,
containing 80 acres, well divided into tillage and pasture, wood enough
for the use of the farm, good house
and out buildings, one barn 40x60
feet, one stable 24x28 feet. Said
farm cuts from 20 to a5 tons of good
hay, a good orchard, more than 100
apple trees set out 4 years ago.
There is running water in the house
farm situated

particulars inquire

Bedding and

good
mowing

....

—

—

Insurance.

Wanted.

PEELED PULPWOOD.

W. J. Wheeler & Co.

plant·

1906.

April

—

—

The E. A Strout Farm Agency,

Bankrupt's

Underwood.

How approach It lu reaponalvene»a-ln
u«th«ul<al perfection.
llow resemble

Standard

THE ORIGINAL OF ITS KIND.
so

CO.,

Portland, Xc.

Exchange M.,

HOLSTEIN BULLS

an)thing

DRILLING MACHINE CO.,

by

please

postal

drop

JAMES

Opportunity

Save your broken

or

damaged Cylinder
Records,

They are worth 35
exchange plan.

cents each on my

Λ full line of Columbia Disc and
Cylinder Machines and Records.
Call and hear thein talk.

W. A. Porter,
MAINE.

SOUTH PARIS,

NOTICE.
1b the District Court uf the United States for the
District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.

I u the matter of
1
FKANK SAWICKIS,Otherwise called Frank Haul !
clkls. Frank Sovlclkls, a id f

Frank Savlclkl».

ankruptey.

of Ruuiford Fall*. Bankrupt. J
To the creditors of ftaltl Frank Saw'ckU, In the
County of Oxford an·I rtlMrkt aforeeaUl
Notice In hereby <lven that on the JTth day of
May. A. D. I'M the -aid Frank Sa wick I β
was iluly adju'ltcated )>ankrui>t. and that the
dm meeting of h la» creditor· will be held at the
office of the Keferee, No- s Market Square, South
l'art*. on the J"th day of June, A. 1>. 1906. at
10 o'clock In the forenoou. at which Ume the
sal>l creditor· inay attend, prove their claim·,
appoint a trustee, examine the bankrupt, and
transact <uch other busines· m may properly
oonte before «aid meeting.
South Parla, Jane 8.1WM.
WALT If Κ L. U HAY,
Iteferec In Bankntp'cy.

POM SALS.

300 farms and all kinds of Real
Estate.
Inquire of Hazen's Farm

Maine.

Spreaders ZÛS,"™""*

Sulky Plows jaiar

Agency,

Oxford,

grafted

ι

( JOHN DEERE.

w-^g

g g

^

Disk Harrows

four different makes.

Plows, Cultivators, Spring Tooth

A. W. WALKER & SON,
South Paris, Maine.

Always Remember the Fall

just

J.

Patents

Name

Quinine

I .axative Rromo

Cures a Cold in One Day, Crip in Two.

é.

Oft

35c;

Boi.

We want to spin—
You a yarn about

In the first place you should know that Paroid
is no experiment. It has been on the market about
ten year· and has stood the test. In 1808 the U. S.
Government used a large amount of it in Cuba; four
years later, It having proved so satisfactory, they
ordered 1,200,000 feet for shipment to Manila, and
have now used many million square feet of it. The
Panama Canal Commission placed their whole order
for Paroid, although nearly a hundred bids on imitations were submitted. Railroads, manufacturers and
farmers all over the country use it and indorse it.
The sales of Paroid now are well up to 400 carloads a
year or approximately 20,000,000 feet.
feet
We have handled Paroid for about four years, having sold over 130,000
and the sale is rapidly increasing. In 1005 wo sold enough to take the place of

700,000 shingles.

It is practically fireproof; the National Association of Fire Underwriters
and cinders.
accept it in the class with gravel roofs as it is proof against sparks
Another thing to be considered is the low cost as compared with shingle*,
use<),
thickness
and
being 20 to 40 per cent cheaper, according to the quantity
than a medium quality cedar, making allowance for the extra cost of laying the

shingles.

There are

roofs so fiat that

many

shingles

are

entirely

unsuitable,

while Paroid would be as good as a gravel or tin roof at a small part of the
cost. Is is especially adapted to piazzas and dormer windows, lly using Paroid
It is practicable to build sheds, poultry houses, &c., with fiat roofs at a big saving
in material. We have tho well known Neponset Red Rope Roofing which is an
excellent low-priced roof, good for five years or more. Also the Neponset Mack

Waterproof Paper.
tion on application.

We shall be

pleased

to furnish

and further informa-

samples

S. P. MAXIM & SON,

Agents,

Soutb. Paris, Maine

WOOD ASHES FOR SALE
quantity desired.

In any

CAR LOAD LOTS A SPECIALTY.
For Price and Particulars address,

SIMON STAHL,

NEIGHBORS

£2·-

and Real Estate

ilanure

big

Good.

I WUKKWOOlt TVPKWKITKR

Discharge.

HENRY

It In appearance, de«l«u and llnlxh. It*
lu< rraaluK fame make* permanent the

Never

"Largpst

Tliayer,

mtaiutr every
typewriter-quality for
quality-attribute for attribute-by tlie

?tt

Engines

House

worrying

Meat Market.

are

Gasoline

Harrows, Corn Planters, Potato
Plants! Plants! Planters, Webber Wagons.

Jobbing

Commercial Brains

City.

the

Largest Line

cunning fellow, chose Mr. Camel, and.
after many flattering words of praise
Warning.
for h!» speed la crossing tbe desert,
is a daily occurrock
As
blasting
persuaded him to be ridden la the race.
rence on Crocker Hill, the owner of
Jumbo, who never said much, but did
the property hereby givea notice to
much thinking and kept bis eyes open,
the
:
All

Ε. H. PIKE,

—

Typewriters!

Imitations

Tools!
Farming
Outside

")ear Friends:—
Two years ago I was visiting my
brother Mr. Wm. D. Soule, of Strong,
Maine. While there I had a very severe attack of indigestion, could not
eat even a piece of bread without causing a great deal of distress. My brother was taking "L. F." Bitters at the
time and wished me to try them. I
did so, and before I had taken half a
bottle I got relief, could eat anything
and began to gain in flesh.

Poplar

size, which sells for SO cents.

frrepend by E. O. QeWITT * OO., OHIOAQQ.

—

man."

Planing, Sawing

Stomach

I ni troubled wtth
Kodol cored me and
favbeby."

saying,

Couldn't Eat—

Story Per

Utile

PLANTS,

Soup

SoJ'l

due

ate," the

An

and stable, also never failing water
There will be a shelf for home-made
in the pasture. Terms made easy.
forth.
and
so
wines, syrups, vinegars,
of
Another shelf will store the sugars, curFor further
or A.
rants, raisins, and similar groceries, each
Buckfield,
William
Cushman,
C
G. W.
kind set apart in properly labeled jars.
D. Park, South Paris, Maine.
The large glass jars such as confectioners
use for their candy are excellent keepers
"Twelfth Night."
of sugar, candied peels, fruits, and similar articles. They are lidded and practiNo. 152.—Houmli··.
I will furnish DOORS &η·1 WINDOWS of may
airtight. A pantry fitted with
cally
91m or Style at reasonable price·.
I have a nice stock of
Centrals read downward spell the these looks like a tidy miniature shop.
TROTTED VF TO THE LIN*.
name of a partly civilized people.
A shelf should be devoted to the stor- I
word,
gentlemen—"
you
my
give
musran witb eucb a long nock ae that to
1. A dictionary.
age of small tins containing ginger,
"Oh, shucks!"
beard that
tard, spices, cocoas, coffee, tea and the
2. Tart of a dollar.
Then they arose as one man and elect- carry? And, besides, I have
If In want of any kind of finish for Inside or
like. Things always at hand, always in ed him. He had told the
lie.— to win a race one must 'hump' himself,
name.
A
3.
biggest
girl's
Lam
Pine
onlera
OuUldc work, semi In your
the right place, such a system of keepChicago Tribune.
4. A letter.
ber and Shingles on band Cheap for Caah.
and my camel Is Just the one for that.
ing stores saves a good deal of time in a
5. A well known animal.
in Don't you see his hump?" said be as be now on sale in the Howe Store,
There is no need
along
year.
and Job Work. 0. An ultimate atom.
The refrigerator dishes and bowls discomfort because of a disordered di- nearly slid off when the camel moved.
open afternoon and evening this
7. Transit or motion from one place should be of strong white delft, and gestion. Qet a bottle of Kodol for
Jumbo smiled. He knew a thing or week.
M itched llanl Wool Floor Hoard· for sale.
food
for
should be kept entirely
storing
to another.
Dyspepsia, and see what it will do for two. The starting word was glveu.
Walter A. Wood, two
A
upon. No article of the tea or dinner you. Kodol not only digests what you
i:. nr. CHANDLER,
Down the race course they came at
into
come
to
allowed
service should be
Mo. 15:5.—Omitted Vowel·.
eat and gives that tired stomach a needhorie
machine, almost as
Maine.
West Sumner,
The evening inspec- ed rest, but is a corrective of the great- full speed. Mr. Camel was bumping
the refrigerator.
kss, tli chrm ws snpt.
tch.
as new, price $io.
good
Giraffe
Mr.
rule.
himself
putting
of
this
bravely,
will
detect
clcks
tion
relieves
Kodol
ns f strkng
Thr rs
est efficiency.
infringement
indigesTEACHERS.
nd ft tht rn nd drs tht clpt
The refrigerator plates will sAve much tion, dyspepsia, palpitation of the heart, loudly. All the animals cheered. When
nd brkng des nd crting cks.
These flatulence, and sour stomach.
services.
Kodol they reached the last lap Mr. Camel
We wmt all tha teachers we can get, both
on the table
wear
—Tnnyen.
sexes, for Kail portions, ungraded, primary,
strong white articles can go into the will make your stomach young and was ahead. Mutulto grinned witb joy.
Send for circular
? η» in in «r, and high schools.
food needs healthy again. You will worry just in "I shall wlu, sure!" he cried. "I knew
oven with impunity when
and register.
•No. 134.—En Ik ma.
Eastern Maine Teachers' A gene?,
the proportion that your stomach wor- it." But
warming, but no china plate can.
Just as they reached the tape
Stockton Springe, Maine.
the
civilized
of
in
all
I am seen
parts
No hot food should ever be placed on ries you.
Worry means the loss of Mr. Giraffe stretched out hie long neck,
W. J. Wheeler λ Co. have been adfloor.
the
but
on
to
be
to
place. the refrigerator shelves,
world, and 1 move from place
ability to do your best. Worry is
his long tongue, touched the vised by nearly all the companies they
out
Rtuck
will
contaminate
take
flavors
will
avoided at all times. Kodol
When 1 am followed by a preposition, Foods of strong
represent that the terrible loss at San
them. Butter will the worry out of your stomach. Sold by tape first and won the race.
I am a weight; by a slender string, I all other foods near
Francisco will be paid in fall and that
fish or cheese or F. A. Shurtleff 4 Co.
"Juuibo wins!" cried the Judge.
of
odors
the
absorb
am a silver coin; by a fastening, I am
the companies will not be in any way in"I
"'Tain't fair," whined Mumbo.
candles.
volved in regard to their financial standisinglass; by an adverb of place, 1 am
A negro went into a Brooklyn drug never thought of his neck."
ing. Many of the foreign companies
a plant; by a verb. 1 become what I
My Lady's Toilet Table.
store the other day to get a glass of ice
"It is host to keep your eyes open," have wired their United States Managers
not
carry; by a hotly of people, I am a
Never let the sun's rays strike a mir- cream soda. The proprietor did
the
crowd.
cried
to contribute aid to the sufferers in San
flower; by decay, I become a vegeta- ror. It acts upon the mercury and want to build up his negro patronage, so
Don't Francisco and both foreign and AmeriI think they told the truth.
spruce, Fir, and
the
all
which
soda.
said that he would ask $1 for the
ble; by fretful discontent, 1 am a cov- makes the glass cloudy,
can companies will do their part to al?— Pittsburg Dispatch.
will not remove.
The negro said that was all right if the you
«If-livrred al any xtation.
ering; by a source of wealth, I am a rubbing in the world
leviate the suffering in the stricken city.
renewneed
Then
him
a
old
When
would
looking-glasses
receipt.
give
druggist
color.
with the the
back
the
came
on
aod
them
his
saw
WRITER.
SONG
A
FAMOUS
danger
ing, paint
druggist
following mixture: Half an ounce of tin, down.
No. 155.—Charade.
half an ounce of lead, and three ounces
Foitrr Wai Called the Bdfsr All··
My first Is made of corn that's ground; of bismuth melted
What is a cold in the head? Nothing
Γοβ of Mail·.
together. When
My second in every house is found;
Job Team Work.
it
with
if
treat
Ely's
add three ounces of mer- to worry about
you
Collins Foster, the most popMy whole Just keeps above the ground slightly cool,
Stephen
to
as
as
soon
Balm
Cream
you begin
with a hare's foot.
and
round.
that's
little
α
apply
And
wears
cury
cap
of all kinds with one
MAINE.
WEST PARIS,
ulur of American song writers and
For washing linger marks from look- sneeze and snuffle. Neglected the cold
called the Edgar horse or two horses, also corn
been
has
and
the
into
composers,
ammonia
of
air-passcatarrh,
may grow
Xu. mU.—Syaroputloa.
ing glasses, put a few drops
have to All .11 l'oe of music. Like I'oe, he was
on a moist rag and make quick work of ages be so inflamed that you
THAYER'S
L. E. NOYES,
My name. us you will plainly see,
for every breath. It is true that a genius. He cume of Virginia parent- ing.
are
which
fight
it. Mirrors
fly-specked
Denotes a flower, but not α tree;
South Paris.
Balm
cures catarrh, promptand
Cream
cold
me
with
uud
died
then
Ely's
educatiou
30,
washed
water,
a
hay.
should
be
give
received
Syncopate,
good
age,
And you can ride ine far away.
then polished with a chamois dipped in ly and certainly. But you know the old in New York Jan. 13, 1804, in the
saw about the ounce of
prevention.
IF YOU want a quick cash
alcohol.
height of bis fume, u penniless wander>o. 157.—'Trauapoaitiona.
wash Therefore use Cream Balm when the
If it can be avoided, never
sale for your country proplie
wus born lu l'ittsiiurg July 4,
er.
itself.
All
drug
Fill blanks with the same word used combs, as the water often makes the cold in the head shows
erty, write for our improved
1820.
teeth split, and makes rough the tortise eiste, 50c., or mailed by Ely Bros., 56
FREE listing blanks. No adFresh meats of all kinds constantly on in another sense.
receivafter
and
learned
lie
New
York.
Warren Street,
easily,
are made.
vance payment required.
came down the chimney shell or horn of which they
1. A
hand.
uud
music
drawiu
lessons
ing privute
Small brushes, manufactured purposeIf you desire to purchase real estate,
from my pitcher.
as good as hie word?"
"Is
Wilkins
Cornetl beef and salt pork a specialty. ami took a
on
the
to
We have for sale
for cleaning combs, may be purchased
play
ing tuuKht himself
write or call on us.
at the ly
Ζ I beard them dlscusslug
"Every bit. But I have never beard
Fresh fish arrives every Monday afterat a trifling cost; with this the cenib
ami baujo. He also de- some of the best farms in Oxford
guitar
flageolet,
for
bis
of
word being good
that betrayed anger.
anything."
counter,
should be well brushed, and afterward
voted severul years to the voice uud County.
noon aud Thursday morniug.
wiped with a cloth or towel.
You cannot induce a lower animal to pluno. Then he turned his attention to
Am shipping live stock every week,
Polite Heproofa.
The best way to clean hair brushes is eat
A
well.
when
not
feeling
heartily
composing songs uud dialect balluds
and paying full market price.
Jamie had come to school with dirty with spirits of ammonia and warm water. sick
dog starves himself, and gets well.
At the uge of sevenin the World."
Take a tablespoonful of ammonia to one The etomach once overworked must and dialect songs.
hands. His teacher was shocked.
teen, wb!le employed in Louisville, Ky.,
T.
the bristles up and have rest the same as
•eo NASSAU STREET, NEW YORK.
"Jamie," she said reprovingly, "your quart of water; dip
your feet or eyes.
SOUTII TARIS. bauds are very dirty. What would you down in the water without wetting the You don't have to starve to rest your be published the sereuade "Open Thy MOSES P. STILES, District Mgr.,
MARKET .SQUARE,
back, rinse in clean warm water, shake stomach. Kodol for Dyspepsia takes up Lattice, Love," which was instantly
say If 1 came to school that way V"
Norway, Maine.
well and dry in the air, but not in the the work for
your stomach, digests what successful. Then followed "Uncle Ned,"
for
Petition
"1 wouldn't si>eak about It." said sun.
eat and gives it a rest. Puts it back "0 Susannah." which were sung by a
you
In the matter of
)
Jimmy. "I'd be too polite."—New York
Soap and soda soften the bristles and in condition again. You can't feel good minstrel troupe, uud Stephen Foster beHENRY L. KL'SSKIjL,
J In Bankruptcy. World.
will turn an ivory-backed brush yellow. with a disordered stomach. Try Kodol
Bankrupt. )
came famous far and wide."
For ·α] ο.
To the Hon. Clakknce Hale, Judge of (be
Sold by P. A. Shurtleff Λ Co.
Marryiug, In 1844, Jennie McDowell,
District Court of the United Stated for the
Ironing Embroidery.
Key to tk· Panier.
bred Holsteins for the past
Having
In
where
New
he
cume
to
District of Maine:
York,
rapid
Να 141.—Charade: King, tisher—kmgId ironing embroidery, use a moderate"And now," says the president of the
L. RUSSELL. of Norway. In the
are
we
18
headquarters for
his
years
he
publishers
supplied
County of Oxford. ami State of Maine, lu flsher.
ly hot iron, as one quite bot, even woman's college, "we must set the date succession
We have sold
in that line
which became famous—
said District, respectfully represents, that on
with
the
will
be
will
songs
When
does
not
it
vacation.
injure
the
for
burn,
spring
No. 142.—Numeral Exercises: 1, 3, 4, though
the 10th 'lay of March, last liant, he was duly
De 12 young things within the last 5
if of silk.
"Massa's
lu
"Old
for
that!"
Home,"
itself,
best
the
Kentucky
especially
embroidery
adjudged baukrupt under the Acta of Congress 5. 2.
If the irons stick, rub lightly across a
"How like a man!" exclaims the lady Cold, Cold Ground," "Old Dog Tray," months and have 4 more bull calves
relating Ό bankruptcy; that he has duly surNo. 143.—Changed Prefixes: 1. Port,
rendered all his property and rlirhta of property,
piece of soap, and then on an old cloth who teaches French. "As if the vaca- "Willie, We Have Missed You" and and ι yearling for sale. Also a
and has fully compiled with all the requirements export, import, support, report. 2. Ply,
or folded newspaper.
tion could be at any other time than the "Sweet Klieu
of said Acts and of the oruers of Court touching
Bayue." But the song trade in a three year old if taken
reply, supply, comply, imply. 3. Tend,
After ironing, and when quite dry, week of the spring openings!"
his bankruptcy.
that Is best known in muny lands is soon.
Wherefore he prays, that he may be decreed intend,
4.
around
the
attend,
extend,
pretend.
larger pieces smoothly
wrap
bv the Court to have a full discharge from all
"The Suwanee ltlver," for which ChrisW. W. DUNHAM,
a pasteboard roll or mailing tube, or
debt* provable against hie estate under said Pose, propose, suppose, repose, impose,
tie's minstrels gave him at the beginImpartant to Mttiitr·.
of newspapers, and fasten
made
one
*u<-h
debts
as
are
exeven
North Paris, Me.
bankruptcv Acts, except
expose.
oppose,
cepted by law from sucn discharge.
securely by means of elastic bands. The Krantn· carefully mry bottle of CASTORIA, ning $f>0. In addition he received royNo. 144.—Riddlemeree: Rose.
Dated this l«t dav of Juue, A. I>. 190ϋ.
λ uft *nd «ore remedy for infants «ad children,
smaller pieces may be kept tlat in a
alties ou its sale of over half a million
HKNKY L. RUSSELL, Bankrupt.
Να 145.—A Ladder:
large, shallow box or a cue made espe- and Me that it
copies uud the liouor of kuowlng that
OBDER OF NOTICE THEREOM.
of
cially for this purpose of two squares
8
eminent siugers like Jenny LInd sang DRILL WELLS for your
1
District or Maine, ss.
shade
pasteboard covered with a pretty
We can atart *ou In a paying bualnei* on
On this SKh day of June. A. D. 1906, on readit to applauding thousands.
II
D
•mall capital. Machine* e»*y anl (Impie to
of silk, with a lining of contrasting color,
ing the foregoing petition, U Is
Ilia last song, a negro melody, "Old
Write for free lllu»iratc<l catalogue
Ordered by the Court, that a hearing be had
ribbon
operate.
of
narrow
means
and joined by
la Cm For Over SO Years.
Η
A
■
4
and full Information.
Black Joe," is still a favorite. A fourth
upon the same on the .KJth day of June, Λ. D
drawn through holes punched at one
The Kind Ym Bave Always Boofht
l'jui, lie fore said Court at Portland, In said Dis
τ
ir
of his 130 songs were in negro dialect,
side. Tou will thus have a safe retrlct, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon ; and that
STAR
notice thereof be published In The Oxford Demfor your choice pieces of emamong which were "Nellie Bly," "Nell
ceptacle
I
Ρ
Η
0
and
In
said
a
Factory: Akron, O. Offlca 108 Fulton Stmt, Ν. V.
has
been
District,
ocrat,
newspaper printed
Miss Herdeo—Μγη. Galley
of
need
when
and
and
Tile."
a
any
Was
you
broidery,
"Nancy
Lady"
that all known creditors, and other persons In
married
Ο
1
them for some special purpose, you will acting very disgracefully for a
Interest, may appear at the said time and place,
aud show cause, 1Γ any they have, why the
find them in good condition.—Ex. woman lately, and they say—
always
Κ
I
L
Α
THE ELYSEE PALACE.
prayer of said petitioner should not be granted.
Miss Goodley—Oh! you should shut
WANTED.
Λ nd It Is further Ordered by the Court, that the
s
Ο
Pudding Sauces.
your eyes to these things.
Clerk shall ««nd bv mall to all known creditors
one
having an Atlas of OxAny
·(
th·
Whit·
Carver
Miss Herdso—Ob! of course, but I Ck«vk«red
copies of said petition and this order, addressed
A delicious pudding sauce is made of
4
a
Caldwell and Halfford County
to them at their places of residence as stated.
Houtc mi Fruet,
ear· to them.
hate
to
shut
bananas.
my
and
of
combination
a
syrup
Witness the Hon. Clakknck Hale. Judge
situated iu the penny, 18S0, wishing to sell
The
Να 140.—Geographical Puzzle: New Make the syrup of half a cupful of
of the said Court, and the teal thereof, at PortKlysec
palace,
Thousands annually bear witness to
to the subscriber,
a
land, In aald District, on the 'Jth day of Juue. Castle.
The
a cross
sugar and one cupful of water.
These Hue Fuuuour^ Saint-Houore, la
Risers.
A. D. ism;.
it the efficiency of Early
where
the
it
reaches
moment
point
between a country bouse aud a hotel. stating price and condition of book.
No. 147.—Concealed Word Square: 1.
II. s.]
J Λ M KS Κ. Η Κ W Κ Υ. Clerk.
have
little
reliable
long
pills
threads remove it from the Are and add pleasant,
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
PLUMMER,
Heart. 2. Eerie. 3. Arson. 4. Riots.
borne a reputation second to none as a It has bad a checkered career since Its
Attest:—JAM£3 K. HEWKY, Clerk.
two tablespoonfuls of lemon juice, two
and cathartic.
laxative
5. Tense.
They are as erection lu 1718 aud baa barbored soma
Augusta, Me.
well-beaten eggs, a little salt and three
staple as bread in millions of homes. queer characters. Louis V. presented
No. 148.—Word Puzzles: 1. Transom,
SOTICK.
cut-up bananas. Mash the fruit with a Pleasant but effective. Will promptly
it to Muie. de Pompadour. Who Icuows
2. Aerial, nacre. 3. Landau, spoon and beat the mixture until smooth.
In the District Court of the United Stales for the trepan.
For Sale.
relieve constipation without
griping. bow rnauy lettres de cachet weut out
District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
talon. 4. Tricot, right. 5. Odeou, node.
one Sold by F. A. Shurtieff Λ Co.
Hard
only
Sauce.—Requires
acres of nice orcharding,
Id Uh) matter of
of the Kates to imprison those who
)
Eight
A "T" Test: 1. Timidity.
No.
149.KKED TilKKIAULT,
tableepoonful of butter and three table} Io Bankruptcy, 2. Tedious. 3.
Τ wo acres
her? Uuder Louie XVI. it
and in bearing.
of Rumfoid Kails. Bankrupt. )
Liberty. 4. Honesty. 5. spoonfuls of powdered sugar, beaten
"The old-faabioned idea of serenading lampooned
out of vil·
To the creditors of Fred Tlierlault, in the Necessity.
Λ Eternity. 7. University. together until very light A little nut- has gone completely out of date,11 said was called the Ely see Bourbou. Dur- of nice tillage land,
County of Oxford and district aforesaid
ing the rerolutiou it became uatlouai lage. Also a new milch cow, and
9. Adversity. 10. Oddity. meg grated over the top is an addition. the romantic youth.
Notice Is hereby given that on the 2nd day of 8. Civility.
"Yea," answered Miss Cayenne, "a property, was put up for sale, fouud no four weeks old pigs. Call on or
June, A. D. ISM, the said Fred Tberlault was 11. Dimity. 12. Hasty. 13. Teetotaler. Sometimes a flavoring of vanilla and
duly adjudicated bankrupt, and that the first
lemon ie added to the butter and sugar girl doesn't care to hear a guitar now. purchaser aud wlls turned iuto a gov·
PENLEY,
A.
address,
meeting of his creditors will be held at the office 14. Quality. 15. Nobility. 10. Teeter.
and whipped cream la stirred in. In Bat mi automobile horn will canse her erunieut priutiug office. During the
of the Referee, No. S Market Square, South Paris,
South Paris, Me.
either case hard sauce must be served to take notice."
on the 20th day of June, A. D. 1906, at 10 o'clock
directoire there were gay doing» in the
The sincerest tribute that can be paid
In the forenoon, at which time the said creditors
cold and the pudding to which it
fine old rooms, and the merveilleuses
The many very
may attend, prove their claims, appoint a to superiority is imitation.
to
be
served
hot.
is
time
must
it
the
When
talks,
give
very
belongs
baby
trustee, examine the bankrupt, and transact imitations of DeWitt's Witch Hazel Salve
and incroyables danced aud gambled
•0 YEAR·'
Tea. It's
Mountain
such other business as may properly come beHolllater's
Rocky
that are now before the public prove it
The rooms
Strawbebby Sauce.—A sauce made
suuset to sunrise.
EXPERIENCE
fore said meeting.
medicine known to from
the
baby
greatest
Rub
the beet Ask for DeWitt's. Good for from strawberries is delicious.
South Parts. June 4.1D0U
made a
mothers. It makea them eat, were let to a syndicate who
WALTER L. GRAY.
burns, scalds, chafed skin, eczema, tet- together one cupful of granulated sugar loving
35 cents, Tea or Tab- large fortuue out of the speculation.
Referee In Bankruptcv.
and
sleep
grow.
boils
and
ter, cuts, bruises,
pile·. High- and half a cupful of butter. When very
Siuce then the palace has been occuF. A. Shurtieff &. Co.
ly recommended and reliable. Sold by creamy add a full half pint of strawber- lets.
NOTICE.
pied by Murat, Napoleon I., Louis
F.
A.
Shurtleff
A
and
run
Co.
that
have
been
mashed
ries
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he
She auffera a mysterious pain and the Bouuparte and Quuen Hortense, Alexa
coarse
sieve.
has been duly appointed administrator of the
through
doctoraare going to operate." "What ander I. of ltussia aud the Duc de
"Love," said the sentimental girl, "is
Foamy Sauce.—This sauce is served do they suspect?" "Why, the symptoms
BETSEY P. MONK, late of Buckflold.
the
theme."
Berrl. After the revolution of 1830 It
poet's
greatest
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and
or Graham puddings.
To seem to Indicate that the coats of her
with
"Tes," answered Miss Cayenne. make plum
AU persons
remalued unoccupied until Louis NaConMûMTs Ac.
given bonds a» the law directs.
course
one
of
cream
Of
of
oat
are
it,
cupful
powdered
stomach
atyle.
having demands against the estate of said de- "Poets have had a great deal to say
It bis residence while be
Anyone Mndlag a «ketch and MM· ear
half a cupful of butter. Boil they intimate nothing of thia to ber, for poleon made
and
ceaseu are desired to present the same for setoar opinion fir·· whether aa
ascertain
sugar
quleklr
about love, but the subject does not apwae president of the republic. Nearly
tlement, and all Indebted thereto an requested
half a cupful of milk and make quite fear of the shock it might give her.'1
[?oTinK
to make payment Immediately.
pear to yield them the substantial reall the subsequent presidents of the tent freeuCHdeet acaaey furMoorn^pateata.
Flavor with one
WINSLOW 8. MONK.
wards that it has for florists, confection- thick with cornstarch.
May 13th, la*.
Patent· taken throneh M
It
The
to
added
have
five
of
lemon
and
juice
tableepoonful
ers and jewelers."
The sworn statement of the manu- preseut republic
Ipêdûl IWftfl, wltboat chars·
drops of Jamaica ginger, and stir care- facturers protects yon from opiates in large glass awning seen from the FauWhat's the good of keeping from him fully into the sugar and butter just when Kennedy'a Laxative Honey and Tar—the bourg, called by the scoffers "the monready to serve.
haadaomelr tUaatrated weeklr. Lanrwt etrAny good things you may see,
oough syrup that drivea the cold out of key palace." was the work of Carnot A
of any eelentUle Joornal Tenu, H a
Sold by F. A. Shurtieff Λ Ills also is the large ballroom. The eolation
That will lift his load of labor
Orange Sauce—One-quarter of a your system.
Like Rocky Mountain Tea.
Louis
Co.
was
built
Napoleon,
left
by
wiug
cupful of orange juice ana the grated
F. A. Shurtleff A Co.
and Grevy added a room overlooking
rind of one orange. ?ut two table"There's such a lot of gossip about the
ils of butter in a basin and set it
garden. None of the president·
"Why do you yel: ata base ball gupe?" apoonf
the navy."
seem to fancy Its state bedroom, nor
larger basin of boiling water. Beat
"Because," answered the man who is in a butter
"No wonder, when they have to carry
till creamy, then add the
do they write at the Louis XVI. table,
evidently dignified, "I dislike to hear the
parrot guna and repeating rifles."
the yelling of other people. I sacrifice yolks of four eggs, beating them in one
ornamented with brass work chiseled
The houae and land belonging to the
at a time. Ada a quarter of a oupful of
my throat to save my ears."
by Gouttiere. Ihey have one and all estate of the lato Mrs. Sarah W. Hewett,
oream and three tableepoonfuls of sugar. A GUARANTEED CURE FOR PILES.
in tbe center of the village, baa
situated
preferred to furnish small rooms away
TO CUR1 A COLD IN ONE DAY Cook until thick, then add the orange
Itching, Blind, Bleeding, Protruding from tSe solemn state apartments and two apartments of seven and eight rooms
with abed·, large attio, Ac., and is in
Take Laxative Bromo Quinine Tablets. juice and rind.
Piles. Druggists are authorized to reuse an ordinary desk such as we find
fund money if Paso Ointment fails to
excellent condition. Tbe grounds are
Druggists refund money if it fails to
office.—Boston
Transcript
lu
any
Hlnu.
cure.
K. W. Grovb's signature is on
cure in β to 14 days. 60 cents.
extensive, containing additional house
each box. 25c.
lota.
To prevent new clothespins from splitA Gh*at Story.
W. T. HEWITT.
ting, let them stand in cold water a few
Meekly—Yea, we're going to move to
a short modern
South Paris, Maine.

Chas. F. Ritilon,

Taking Care of the Larder.
for shade tree·.
It I· · good thing (or the houeewlfe
Streets end roads that are freed from
to make a rule of inspecting her pantry billboards that are a stench in the comand refrigerator and its content· every
munity. Vacant lots now used as dumpday. By so doing she can note what ing places turned into attractive squares.
can
arrange
•crape of food remain, and
Benches along the roadside for weary
her next day'· menu according to what
pedestrians.
her.
tell
the remainders
Backyards that are visions of beauty
This is one means to eoonomy. By instead of
eye sores.
can
of
sort
no
doe inspection
any
scraps
Window boxes that brighten dull walls
The
especially,
bread-box,
gather.
and recreation piers on the banks of the
should be the object of daily examina- river.
there.
accumulate
crnsts
no
so
that
tion,
All these make for patriotism as well
There should be plenty of shelves in as for civic
beauty and righteousness.
the pantry. It is usual, when the only
If it is true that the boy without a
pantry is a closet-like cupboard, to find playground is father to the man without
only about four shelve· supplied. A a job, we may well shrink from looking
carpenter can soon remedy the difficulty, into the future. Boys and girls are
and will do it cheaply. The housewife turned loose on the streets; mischief,
should arrange for a different shelf for vice and crime
result, and when these
all her main commodities.
conditions become unbearable we turn to
If the pantry is light and airy, jelly the curfew as a
negative means of dealwill keep very well. If jelly will not
ing with conditions that ought never to
someia
there
in
keep any special pantry
have existed.
thing wrong, and other foods will not
Miss Salmon also makes a plea for
keep in that place either. Jelly is a fair social reform. She advances as a contest of a pantry. If it molds, the place trast to the
existing aristocratic clubs a
is too damp for ordinary foods, none of settlement
whioh shall provide
plan
dries
If
in
it
which will keep long
jelly
amusement and offer instruction to the
is
the
then
turns
aud
place
candied,
up
"other half."
too warm, and will, probably, have a
southern aspect.
Ae Narrated by a Survivor.
The proper aspect for a pantry is to
"The most remarkable meal I ever
the north, but builders do not consider
this. The window should open easily,
and should alwaye in summer have one
âne
pane out and the glass replaoed with
out
gauze, which will let in air, but keep
flies.
The jelly shelf should be the highest.
Here should be found all the year's preserves, the jellies, fruit-butter, marmalades that will have been made, each in

Slab Wood,

Carpets

Wool

■*£2*·'

Cord Wood,

A LOW PRICE

oollege.
▲ city with cleen street·, well sprinkled streets, street! lined with well cared

No.

Give the children Dr. True'· Elixir regularly and they will
be active, strong and healthy. This safe vegetable tonic expel·
of the stomach and bowels giving to
worms and all

Here's Ike Meal City.
The id eel city of the 20th century la
thai defined by Lucy Meynerd Salmon,
▲. M„ profeuor of history et Yeeear

ALSO DEALER IN JOAL AND WOOD.
3ΧΓ.

BXRIjIN AN33 OORBAM.

PIANOS.
The Mehlin, Poole, Merrill, Prescott and The Lauter Player Piano,
class, high grade instruments, and are sold for just as low
as
money
they can be sold for the quality of the instrument. Also I have
Price»
several medium grade pianos. A large stock always on hand.
low, terms easy. Send for catalogue and we will try and interest you in
the best pianos that are on the market.
are

all first

W. J. Wheeler db Co.,
Billing· BlOOU..

eoutb. Parle,

CASTORIA

Maine.

fir Infants and Chidrm.

Tk« KM Ym Urn Ahrtjs Bwckt

*

QUAKER RANGE

rDb05b^Mi»^cSRSiSu

Scientific American.

Picture Frames

and Pictures,

For Sale in South Paris.

Mats, Mirrors

&

Mouldings s&.

High Grade Portrait Work
in Crayon, Water color,
Sepia and Oil a specialty.
Satisfaction Guaranteed.

L. M. TUFTS,

NidMlaSt.,

SOUTH PARIS.

"John," said the distinguished law- hours before using.
Swampharst
yer, severely, "have you been In swimA little crushed borax, if sprinkled
Doctor—But the climate there may
ming so early in the season, in spit· of thickly on a flannel cloth that la wet In
with your wife.
disagree
my express prohibition?"
hot water and well soaped, will brighten
Meekly—It wouldn't dare I
"Father," said John, earnestly, "isn't copper like m
agio.
It one of the first principle· of law that
It ia not generally known that eggs
no witness la bound to Incriminate himDon't be fooled and made to believe
oovered with boiling water and allowed
lelf?"
that rheumatism can be oared with local

for five minutes are more
Holllater's Rockv Mountain
A hacking cough Is moat annoying. nourishing and easier digested than eggs appUanoea.
for rheumaIn boiling water and allowed to Tea Is the only poeitive cure
3ne Minute Cough Cure draw· the InTableta. V. ▲.
lamination ont οI the throat, ohest and boil furiously lor three tad a half tism. 85 oeata, Ten or
to

stand

placed

ioags.

Sold

bf

V. A. ShaitiaC Λ Co.

minutes.

Shurtieff Λ Oo.

▲ London dally tells
JAMBS S. WEIGHT, Agent, 8. Parla.
ghost story. A man was traveling on
a northbound train out of London. Opposite him was a silent stranger, his
only companion. Between London and
An experienced man to bunch
Derby no word passed. Then, as the
dowels. Must be of good habits and
train drew out of Derby, be said pleasantly. "Good line, this, jlr, eh?" The give good reference.
stranger replied, "I think It*s a beastly
J. A. KENNEY,
bad line. I wae killed on it two yetn

WANTED.

ago."
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